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LEASED

TUESDAY,

WIFRE

BY

HAMPSHIRE

ACCUSED

OF

ACCEPTING

BRIBES,

ARRETED AND PLACED

IN

JAIL

TAFT
VISITS

THE

WICK OF GOVERNOR

POPE'S NAME DAY OBSERVED
Rome, March 19. 'lhis being the
feast day of St. Joseph and the name
tf was observed
day of Pope Pius

BAILI

BASS TO

GET VOTES

VISIT WILL BE A SHORT
at
as
His
a
Vatican.
the
holiday
acceptance of bribes. By a strange
Holiness said mass in his private
coincidence, the accuser. State ChairPEOPLE OF THE STATE
in the
of his
X-.-

REPUBLICAN STATE CENTRAL
COMMITTEE

LAYS A TRAP TO

man Venceslao Jaramillo, District
Attorney Alexander Read and two of
the legislators, are from the same
county of Rio Carrloa, are all repubs
licans and
and
have heretofore been political friends.
Intense feling has been aroused and
startling developments may be looked
for any minute.
Mills Gets Big Vote
Both houses took a recess to give
the committee on conference over the
joint rules to govern the balloting for
senator a chance no get together. The
galleries, floors and hallways of both
were crowded no their utmost, most of
the leading officials, senatorial candidates and political managers being
in attendance from all parts of the
state.
As the hour for the senatorial ballot approached the feeling in the
house grew more bitter. A resolution to appoint former Supreme Judge
E. R. Wright counsel for the bribery
Investigation committee passed 28 to
12. Another resolution to remand the
accused members to the custody of
the sergenat at arms, was offered and
led to a verbal clash of Speaker Baca
with Representative Toombs because
the speaker ordered the sergeant at
arms to bring in all absent members
before 'taking action on the resolution,
which was passed unanimously and
the four accused members were sus
pended.
Strange to say in the balloting for
senators this noon, although the democrats have less than one third of the
in
two
votes
the
legislature,
democrats in the totals because of so
many republicans voting for favorite
Felix Martinez, democrat, repons.
ceived 23 votes, A- A. Jones, detnocat,
Spanish-American-

CORRUPT

CAPTURE

SOLONS

Had Agreed to Sell Their Votes for a Can
didate for the United States
Senate
WITNESSED

PAYMENT

OF

THE

MONEY

The Officers Stepped Out ot Room in Palace Hotel and look Into
Custody Jose P. Lucero, Julian C. Trujillo, Manuel Cordova
Leads Republicans in Senaand Luis R. Monioya-Mi- lls
torial Race and It Is Believed He Is to Be a Strong
Factor in the Contest Until Final Decision Is
Reached. His Supporters are Growing
in Numbers
Santa Ke, March 19. The trap set
by the republican state central com-1

i

Accused Men Demand Hearing
The sensational arrest last night of
Luis Montoya, Julian Trujillo, J. P.
Lucero ana Manuel Cordova lots
suited in a ense situation in the sen- atorial fight. The house today adopted a number of resolutions for an in.
vestigation of the entire matter. The
men, who resigned from ;the house

mittee last night in whicn four mem-- j
bei of the bonne, Jos V. Lucero aiud ,
C. Trujillo of Rio Arriba coun- ty, and Manuel Cordova and Luis R.
Montoya of TaoB county, were arrested charged with accepting bribes to
vote for certain senatorial candidates,
withda-etheir retoday was declared ey the accused last night, today
men to have been set uy themselves signations and demanded a hearing.
The speaker of the house named a
to catch the "higher-ups,- "
Li v)T"
several of Jhe democrats
After a night in jail the
committee of 15 'members- to invest - voted for
republican candidates. On
men assumed defiant attitude
today. gate the alleged bribery charges and the republican side, William J. Mills
Th- Jast
night were by resolution the house employed led with 21 votes, A. B. Fall was
resignations
E. R. Wright a special attorney second with 17, W. H. Andrews 12,
to
house
the
by State Judge
presented
committee. The committee is T. B. Catron 11, R. L. Baca 6, O. A.
the
for
A
communiChairman V. Jaramillo.
authorized to employ clerks, to sum- l.arrazolo 6, and W. D. Murray 4. Two
also
the
from
precation
prisoners,
mon witnesses, administer oaths and votes each were given Venceslao Jarsented to the house,a8serted that their
secured take testimony and report to the amillo and Nathan Jaffa; one vote
been
had
resignations
house when the work is done. The each to L Bradford Prince, Powell
through coercion; that they would four men were arrested at the Palace
Stackhouse. Nemeclo Apodaca; Jose
withdraw them and demand a thorhotel last night, just as they were D. Sena, Solomon Luna, Samuel Bushough investigation.
paid $2,000 by Elfesro Baca, following man, Gregory Page and Thomas D.
"
Subsequently the house adopted a plans arranged by Baca and the re- Burns. Herbert J. Hagerman, a prothe appointresolution authorizing
publican state committee, headed by gressive republican, received four
ment of a committee of fifteen to in- V. Jaramillo. chairman.
votes, and George W. Prichard, also
vestigate the alleged bribery charges.
Mr. Jaramillo, Jose D. Sena and a progressive, two voteB.
District Attorney Read and his assist- Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena of Taa
ant, E. P. Davies, today began collect- Vegas, were hidden In a bath room
ing evidence for information, which adjoining Room 44 in the hotel and BANDIT PLACED OVER
they planned to file against the four sprang out on them at the critical mo
men late today.
ment, arresting them.
PUEBLA AS GOVERNOR
. Clever
Trap Laid
They assert they arc victims of a
According to State Chairman Jara- plot and that they were forced to remillo and other officials, Judge A. B. sign under threat. Both liouses after ZAPATA NAMES JESUS MORALES,
"
CHIEF
AS
THE
Fall, one of the candidates for United voting for United States senators adEXECUTIVE
States senator, last Saturday received journed until tomorrow morning. The
is intense and more arrests
word thait the four accused legisla- feeling
may be made, it is said.
Mexico City, March 19. Emiliano
tors desired to see him. An interSenatorial Fight Begins
been driven out ot the
Zapta,
view was arranged through Attorney
The fight is on in the legislature In state having
has now transferred
of
Morelos,
asElf ego Baca at which Judge Fall
the matter of the two seoatorship3 his activities to the state of
Pnebla,
sured them he would be pleased to and no one
attempts to predict where where at Peftlalclngo, the
have their support and that, if the It will
end, for its sequel may be provisional capital, he has proclaim
s
nominated an able
out in the United State-.- sen ed Jesus
fought
Morales, alias "Tuerto or
man with a clean record, a number of
ate. In the house, this joreucon a the
"
Ensemio,
governor.
Fall supporters undoubtelly would
resolution was adopted for a commit- a brother of Zapata, with 600 men.
vote for him for the second sentor
to investigate
tee of fifteen
the yesterday captured two towns.
ship.
of
the foil'
charges
bribery
against
Jesus Morales is a native of the
After Fall left the conference room house members arrested
last night state of Puebla and its moat notori
men
the
declared
four
Attorney Baca
and no limit was set to the scope of
gradually unfolded their plan. They the investigation, which, the friends ous bandit, his naming as governor
counting for much in the support of
promised to vote for Fall for $500 of the accused men
e&y, will so deep
Zapata's cause in that state. The ha
each, said Baca, or would stay with er
and farther than men prominent in eendados are terrified and are asking
him through the contest for
$150
affairs had any idea they would for1 troops. The railroad Is open to
each. Baca claims he called their atreach.
traffic from here to Torreon. The con
tention to the "nefariousness" Of their
comThe
four
men
near that city Is reported to
Bent
dition
a
accused
offers.
to
munication
be
house
the
the
from
Improved.
greatly
Arrangements were made ostensibly
to close the bargain and State Chair- county jail, asserting that their resigman Jaramillo was notified. Jaramill- nations were forced from them by
Troops Advance on vermejillo
o, together with Supreme Court Clerk threats and that, therefore, they with
Chihuahua, Mex., March 10. A railJose D. Sena and Mounted Policeman draw them and they demand a thor- road man who returned today from a
District Attorney point below Jimenez reqwrted that a
A. A. Sena, who made the arrests, ough investigation.
were In an adjoining room at a local Alexander Read and his assistant, E. force of federals is moving north
hotel and claim they saw Attorney P. Davies, are fervishly gathering evi from Torreon and has reached VermeBaca count out the money to the four dence and will file information this jillo.
The rebel outposts withdrew
afternoon charging solicitation and to General Salazar's base at Jimenez.
accused men.
-

-

"ONE-EYED-

d

Spanish-American-

"one-eyed-

ONE
HAVE

sisters
presence
chapel
PREPARAMADE ELABORATE
and niece and later gave an audience
TIONS TO ENTERTAIN HIM
to the cardinals and to members of
the Catholic clutt of St. Peter's, re
ceiving their eongratulations and pres- NORTH
PRIMARIES
DAKOTA
ents Of fruits and flowers.

blue-bloode- d

support Theodore
Today the president expected to lay
the cornerstone of a x. M. IJ, a.
building at Nashua and make an ad
dress in the Colonial theater there;
n
league;
speak to the
hold a reception in honor of Governor
Bass and his staff at Concord, and ad
dress the citizens of the New Hampshire capital in Phoenix hall. The
president is due back in Boston la'e
this evening and will leave for Washington tonight.

erators' Association today
that it
would be practically impossible for
miners and operators in the bitum'n-ofields to reach a new agreement
by April 1 and that a suspension on
that date was certain.

French-America-

8

TAFT KEEPS IN TOUCH.
"Manchester, N.H., March 19 It became known today that while PresiVoters on Hand Early
dent Taft has not sought to interfere
Fargo, N. D., Mar. 19. Heavy voting
in the anthracite coal deadlock, he is marked the
opening of the first state
keeping In close touch with both Bides presidential preference primary today.
and will see John Mitchell this week. Apparently responding to Senator La
Follette's personal appeal issued dur- his recent rapid trip across the state.
followers or the Wisconsin man were
the first at the polls in many preTODAY IN CONGRESS.
cincts. This particularly was true in
Fargo, Grand Forks and other points
in the eastern end of the state.
19.
Senate:
Campaign manaver; for Theodore
Washington. March
Met at noon.
eP"it said reports received from
Chairman Emery toW finance com- ilismarek, Mandan and other points
mittee it would take two years for in t lie western end of the state showtariff board to investigate all sched- ed that Roosevelt, had lost nothing as
a result of Senator La Follette's
ules of present tariff law.
speech making itour. There has been
introSenate: Senator Townsend
national Taft
duced a bill to provide investigation no effort made by the
out votes for the
to
committee
bring
of controversies affecting interstate
president in the primaries today. It
commerce.
is generally recognized that the fight
House: Met at noon.
lies between the La Follette and the
Resumed consideration of excise tax
Roosevelt men.
bill.

Interstate commerce committee deto
cided to appoint
consider a bill to extend Krdman act
to coal mine owners.
Excise tax bill passed
House:
unamended 249 to 4i.
Began consideration of rivers "and
harbors appropriation bill.

GUNBOATS

SDELL FORT

OCCUPIED BY ROBBERS

Roosevelt Issues Statement
1.
Theodore
March
York,
Roosevelt today issued a statement
in which he discussed President Taft's
speech in Boston yesterday.
"I am exceedingly glad that the
president favors the presidential primary and if his campaign managers
will sincerely back him in the proposition he will be able at once to get
the presidential primary in Michigan,
Uillinols, Maryland, (the Dlstriat ot
. ..
i
saiuJ iivir.
uoiumoia ana iew viuik,
Roosevelt.

TRYING
GOVERNMENT
CHINESE
TO BRING DISORDER IN REPUBLIC TO AN END.
Hong Kong, March 19. A flotilla
of Chinese gunboats opened fire on
the Bogue forts at Canton today. The
forts have been in the hands of the

followers of Lnk, the Brttian chief,
for a week past, since the soldiers mutinied and handed them over to the
robbers. The robbers replied vigorously to the bombardment of the gunboats.
Luk yesterday declared that if hia
followers, whom he calls the people's
army, failed to gain victory over the
government they would shell the foreign quarter, in order to bring about
foreign intervention. All the forts at
Yuchu, Whampoa and Pu Mun, on the
Canton river, recently
captured by
bandits soldiers, were retaken today
by the government troops after a long
cannonade. The bandits suffered se
vere losses.
'The government authorities bought
up' all the bread and canned meat in
the stores in the ctty in order to
starve the bandits into submlssioi
In the opinion of the authorities her
the trouble Is far fromebelng ended.

New

,

Sat Israe-

tory to the Makers Thereof

z
'...L.'
""

MUSIC SUPERVISORS MEET.
More
Mo., March 19
Louis,
than four hundred music supervisors
representing a score or more of the
states, are in attenaance at the fifth
annual convention of the National
Music Supervisors' Association which
(St.

opened here today with an informal
reception. The music teachers and
supervisors of the local public schools
have arranged an interesting program
for the entertainment of the visitors
for every one of the three days of
the convention. Many Important matters concerning the testing and training of the votces of school children
and other subjects bearing upon
music In the public and Sunday
schools will be discussed by experts
during the various sessions. Tomorrow morning the members will inspect the St. Louis public schools and
In the evening there will be a social
gathering. A concert by the Symphony Orchestra and 500 students of
the St. Louis high schools will be
gjven Thursday night for the entertainment of the supervisors

ROOSEVELT
LA FOLLETTE AND
GOLDEN GATE BENCH SHOW.
ARE FIGHTING FOR CONTROL
San Francisco. Cal., March 19
With an entry list of 500
OF THAT COMMONWEALTH
canines, representing ail the popular
AMERICAN ENGINEERS MEET.
breeds, the third annual bench show
March 19. Many noted
Chicago,
19.
Talt
President.
March
Boeton,
of the Golden Gate Kennel club open
left Boston at 8:55 o'clock today for railway engineers connected with the
ed in the Auditorium today, to con New
of the United
Hampshire to invade "the state large railway systems
tlnue until Saturday. The premium
of Governor Bass, one or tne state States and Canada are In attendance
list is the largest ever offered at any
executives who has announced he will at the thirteenth annual convention
dog show on the Pacific coast.
of the American Railway
Roosevelt."
STRIKE SURE TO OCCUR.
Chicago, March 19. Announcement
was made from the Illinois Coal Op-

t.- -

,

'

A.'iAAX
r TrrTTTTTTT
J.
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t
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CITY EDITION.

INVASION OF NEW

round contest at Kenosha tomorrow
night. Realtilng that McGoorty is
tough fight,
capable of putting up
Kelly has trained for the match as
he has seldom trained in his long
ring career. Both fsnters are report
ed today to be In fine trim for the
PRESIDENT
battle.

are

Apologies

li

IERVIOE

TELEGRAPH

i t

Ttfmjnm

MARCH 19, 1912.

KELLY AND McGOORTY READY.
Chicago, 111., March i9 Hugo Kel
ly and Eddie McGoorty have finished
the work of preparation for their ten

FOUR MEMBERS OF LOWER IHOUSE

!' Hl
'Daily

Z7A,

1

JAPANESE ARE WRATHFUL.
Toklo, March 19. Count Hattor, a
member of the opposition, today in
the Japanese house of representatives,
condemned Senator Dillingham's hill
amending the immigration act for the
United StaJ.es as an insufferable insult to Japan.
The Japanese government's willing
ness to participate in the Panama ex
position, he said, was contradictory
to Japan's honor and interest. No re
ply was made from the government
side.
BREWERS TRAIN IN EGYPT.
Milwaukee, Wis., March 19. Manager Hugh Duffy with a large squad ot
players of the Milwaukee Association
team in tow departed today for Cairo,
111., where the Brewers are to get into
condition for the coming season.
MECHANICS AT P6TALUMA.
Petal uma, Calif, March 19. The
state council Junior Order United
American Mechanics opened its an
nual convention here today with t
large attendance ana will remain in
session until Thursday. Elaborate ar
rangements have been made for the
entertainment of the delegates.

Engineering
Association which opened here today
at the Congress hotel and annex for a
three days' session The opening session was devoted to the annual address of the president, reports of officers and the consideration of some
of the twenty-on- e
standing and special
committees. The principal feature of
general Interest will be the banquet
tomorrow evening, when the members
and guests will be addressed by h.
F. Loree, president or the Delaware
and Hudson Co., New York; Hon. F.
D. Monk, K. C. & M. P., minister
of public works In tne Dominion cabinet, Ottawa, Ont ; Ray Morris, banker, and director of the Railway Age
Gazette, New York.

CAPTURED

CONVICT

TO

BE TRIED IN APRIL
WILL
CHARLES MORLEY
BE HANGED IF CONVICTED
OF MURDER.
Li.-t-L-

Lincoln, Neb., March 19. Charles
Morley, the living member of the trio
of convicts who were captured after
a four day hunt, yesterday, and who
killed three men in making their attempt to escape from the penitentiary,
probably will be given his preliminary

hearing the latter part or the week.
The charge to be filed against him
will be that "conspiracy with intent
to commit murder.'
Money's trial protwbly will occur
second on the criminal docket in the
April term of court, about April 29.
The trial of Alber Prince, for the
murder of Deputy Warden Davis on
February 11 occurs April 23, the first
day. The authorities assert that the
men, if convicted, probably will hang
together.
Morley is in a solitary cell at the
penitentiary, next to that occupied
by Prince. He was very tired last
night, but was willing to talk about
the break for liberty. His only regret
is for the death or Roy Blunt, the
young farmer who was killed.

CAVALRY

NEEDED

TO CAPTURE

ALLENS
MURDEROU8

OUTLAWS

ARRESTED

WILL BE
AFTER A

ONLY

LONG SIEGE

HAVE DUCKED
POSSES

IN SEARCH

PERADOES
ABLE

TO

HILLSVILLE
WOMEN

OUT OF SIGHT
OF THE DES-

HAVE

BEEN

LOCATE

PEOPLE

ARE AFRAID

UN.

THEM

SCARED
TO GO OUT

AFTER NIGHT AND MEN ALL
CARRY GUNS

llillsville, March 19. Cordons of
troops, the most adaptable being cavalry, equipped for a long and systematic siege and search of the mountains of Carroll and adjoining counties, seem today to be the only prac
ticable method by which the Allen
clansmen can be captured.
Reports
from Mount Airy, N .C, received here
late today, left serious doubt as to
whether the outlaws had been surrounded at Squirrel's Spur as had
been reported last night.
Detectives have searched the roads
and houses in this vicinity within a
radius of 15 miles and have been unable to find any clue of the present
hiding places of the fugitives. Without facilities for camping the posse
has not dared to spend a night in the
mountains anywhere near the summit of the Blue Ridge where the Aliens are believed to he hiding.
Four members of the posse who accompanied Deputy Field and Agent
Steve Faddis, of the revenue service.
to Floyd Allen's home to confiscate
illicit stills and other paraphernalia
returned here today. They brought
with them four outfits and also about
50 gallons of moonshine whisky. Great
quantities of illicit whisky was poured
nut on the mountainside. The stills
were found at Sidna Edwards' home.
The paraphernalia is being held here
as evidence.
Hillsvllle has also regained its
but women are still afraid to
go out of doors. When the shadows
begin to lengthen men's hands in
stinctively go back to their hip pockets. There are few men who do not
believe the Aliens will make gooi
their threat to kill Attorney Tompkins, Clerk Goad, Sheriff Edwards and
com-pour-

James

Early.

TEST MURDERER'S SANITY
Salem, Va., March 19. The commission composed of Dr. W. F. Drew-r- y
and Dr. J. C. King, which is charged with evamining into the sanity
of Joshua P. Raines, the confessed
slayer of Miss Eva M. Chambers, a
school teacher of Roanoke county, resumed its work here today after an
intermission of two weeks and heard
a number of witnesses. Upon the result of the investigation! and the report of the commission It will depend
whether Raines will have to stand
trial for the murder of Miss Chambers
or whether he will he sent to the
state Institution for the Insane.
Raines is a prosperous farmer of
EXPLOSION WAS NOT
Roanoke county and lived with his
wife and two children near Cave
CAUSED DY DYNAMITE Spring. Some time ago gossip led to
differences between Ralnts and Miss
Chambers. Raines tried to have her
THEORIES THAT SAN ANTONIO removed from the school, but failed.
Tho situation was aggravated by the
BLOWN
WAS
ROUNDHOUSE
facto that Miss Chambers filed a suit
UP ARE SCOUTED
against Mrs. Raines, asking $10,000
19.
March
San AnHonio, Tex.,
damages for alleged slander. On the
4, of
Rumors that iho explosion of the lo- day of the murder, Janaary
comotive boiler in the Southern Pa this year, Raim went to 9ee Miss
cific yards here which eosthe lives Chambers at her home and asked her
of 30 or more persons, was hrought to drop her suit against Mr. Raines.
about by dynamite or nitroglycerine Miss Chambers refused and Raines
are scouted here. Ex pens have more became so furious that he drew his;
or less definitely determined that it revolver and fired four shots at Miss
was a steam explosion and an inves- Chambers, killing her in her tracks
tigation Is now being made to ascer- Before the murderer gave himself up
tain whether, a valve on the locomo he went to a neighbor's farm, and firtlve was defective or had been tam- ed five shots at a man named Charles
Day, with whom he had had some difpered with.
The dead and missing now number ficulty. One of the shots hit Day in
33, according to a list revised today. the right arm. Raines made no effort
Ten bodies, eight whitb and two neg- to flee, but voluntarily surrendered to
roes, are awaiting identification at the sheriff, confessing his crime, but
the morgue.
refusing any additional Information.
TO
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FREE ADVICE

FRANK OVERSTREET AWARDED
THE FIRST PRIZE FOR ESSAY

First Complete Showing of
NEW

TO SICK WOMEN

FOR SPRING 1912
The new
hats are exceedingly interesting', being more diversified in character than ever before. Some are very simple in effect-o- f a simplicity that means real becomingness and stylishness depending for effect on absoCharming
lutely correct lines and the proper adjustment of the trimmings.
variations of Rembrandt, Turban, Tom CVShanter. Sailor and other becoming
shapes are much in evidence. Trimmings are as varied and effective as the
shapes. Exquisite paradise aigrettes, rich ostrich plumes gracefully posed,
bows of various shapes and sizes, new lace effects of
singly or in groups-ribboit's impossible to go into details in an advertisefilmy maline or chantilly-b- ut
ment of this size. Suffice it to say that all of the best new models are here
awaiting your inspection.
Exemplifying, jis it does, all the latest style tendencies, and the cleverest
ideas of the most favored of Spring millinery, this first showing will prove a
valuable and interesting source of authoritative fashion information to all who
want to make the acquaintance of the new millinery styles. As such it deserves
to be attended by every maid and matron hereabouts.

Laughren of Deminfj Won Second and Miss Doris Matthew Women
from any form of feof Albuquerque, Third Productions Were All Exceptionally male ills suffering
are invited to communicate
promptly with the woman 's private correGood.
E.
of the

-

j

G

prizes

u

n

Lydia
spondence department
Pinkham Medici no Co., Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read and
answered by a woman and held in strict
confidence. A woman can freely talk of
to a woman; thus has
her private illr
been established a confidential correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession,
as the hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest
Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in return except your good
will, and their auvic. has helped thou
sands.
Surely any
woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to

gal
"Pumping plants Seventy-flvtetter, $5 for the second test and S3
take advantage of
far the third best The contest was Ions a minute can be pumped with a this generous offer
Alkali of assistance. Adb. iK gasoline engine.
only open to school children under 15 2
water.
dress Lydia E. Pink-hawith
to
surface
the
rises
to
had
of
the
letters
years
age and
Medicine Co.,
is
"Instruments The Thermograph
he limited to 600 words.
(confidential) Lynn,
temperathat
records
an
Instrument
The contest aroused a great deal
Mass.
of interest among school children ture of air and soil.
have
Every woman ought to
"The hydrograph is an instrument
SO-paH. Pinkham's
throughout the state and schools were
Lydia
dismissed and the children marched that records temperature and relative Text Book. It is not a book for
to the train at every stop along the humidity of air.
general distribution, as it is too
"I examined carefully and learned expensive.
It is free and only
route. The result was that the chilmail. Write for
obtainable
by
of
the
electric
the
working principal
dren learned a great derl about farmIt
today.
frost alarm.
ing methods, and more than 200 letters
"I learned thut cranks are not cast
were entered in the contest, each
trying to find out for the last five
are turned with a turning lath
but
filled with information which shows
years.
to cast
that the children gained knowledge and that patterns are made
"Last but not least came the live
mould is
which will always be of great value wheels, etc., aud how the
stock
among which were the handmade which moulds hot metal Into
to them.
some black Aberdeen Angus, the
Dr. E. McQueen Ora', president of castings.
white faced Hereford and the gentle
"Eggs can be preserved for a perthe University of New Mexico, Prof.
came the chickiod of several months and be good for little Jersey. Then
Warren I. Moore and Dr. Mendel
beautiful
with
ens
their
plumage, the
domestic use.
also of the university faculty,
to me were the
on most attractive
exhibitions
tee
learned
from
"I
were chosen as judges, and after readana the White Plythe demonstration train that all kinds White Orpingtons
ing all the letters over very carefulthe pigs in the
while
mouth
Rocks,
vegeselected Master of cattle, hogs, poultry, fruit,
ly, unanimously
clean
pns compelled adand grams can be raised scrupulously
Frank Overstreet, age' X, Fort Sum- tables, hays
miration.
and grown in our own new state of
ner, N. M., as winner d the first
"In reviewing the above,
good
New Mexico. '
His letter is remarkabj? or
ercellent and
prize.
Second prise Catherine Laughren, roads, fertile soil,
its detail and will oe well worth read-- '
abundant produce, we crnnot but feel
lemlng, N. M.
New Mexico has resources that
Ing. Miss Catherine Laughren, Deny1 Learned
rroin the Agri- that
y'hat
will
was
N.
chosen
of
M.,
the
winner
compare with her sister states
ing,
that
second prize and Miss Doris Matthew, cultural
and
Deming with its fine water,
of lnBpec
"Starting on W ,our
rich
of 919 Forrester avenue, Albuquerque,
soil,
good roads and almost per
attention
my
sunshine
won thlid prize.
together with It com
Their letters are tion, the first called
petual
was a display of many be?utlful "c" mercial
weJJ written and show rnat they took
advantages bids fair to be at
an- e
tures which vividly presented i,
no distant day, foremost among cit- advantage of all the knowledge to oe
of good roads aw the dlsau '
vantages
gained.
to
The prize winners and all others in- vantages of bad roads, especially
Third prize Doris Matthew, 919
farmer.
the
terested in the contest will be pleased
"Turning) to
e flaxt display, ' I Forrest avenue,
to learn that Dr. McQueen Gray, be-a. u'
fCUud a.n assortment Of papers which "The Bureau of Immigration,
ing so impresses
VUB lUree let-- t
querque, N. M.
t0 be the orin'f
"Gentlemen: I will try to tell you
ters iu question, tendered his
the Agricultural coiwge paper, i
to
sutitcient
ouule
amount
some
for an
things I learned from your very
thought it very creaUabie to tnat
the original prizes ottered, thus
interesting and instructive train.
school.
"When the Agricultural Demonstra
the amounts to $20 for first
"Next in order was the milk sepathird.
for
second
and
for
$6
tion Train was in Albuquerque I was
prize, $10
rator and Professor Garrison explain
the thousands who visited it.
The winning letters follow:
ed how the cream and milk are sepa- among
Demonstration Train Contst Letters. rated and creamery putter produced. There I saw many things I never
First prize Frank Overstreet, age He also told us that a ton of the know of before and learned much of
interest about the products and pos14, Fort Sumner, N. M.
separated milk does not contain more sibilities of our stat
"What I Learned From the Agrithan one or two pounds of butter.
"I was much interested in the test
cultural Demonstration Train:
"Then came the milk tester which
of different soils by means of
"I learned that the college work
ing
was operated for us and we learned
colcommon
which the up to date farmer can tell
consists of four kinds,
that the government test requires at
and
what crops will best suit
exper
extension,
lege, vocational,
f
per cent of positively
least three and
and yield the best re
his
imental work.
ground,
but that the best milk ran as high
fat,
also that alfalfa con
1
done
at
learned
is
sults.
"Experimental work that
as six per cent fat.
and lees water
be
cases
in
more
apall
cannot
tains
protein
the college
"A model silo next attracted our
plied to other locations and climates. attention and from a very Interesting than timothy hay and thus obviates
the necessity of feeding cotton-see"The extension work is, to put It
talk we learned that a modern silo
in other words, an agricultural college was an erection In which green crops meal.
"I also examined some of the in
on wheels; this demonstration train
are preserved, in an undried condition
serve
to
67
wishes
points It
stops at
for cattle by partial fermentation in
all the people not its 300 students
silos has become anlmportant featalone. People can get information
mm
ure in agricultural economy.
from the college by correspondence.
"Next were explained the works In
"Fruit Growing The first thing in
mechanical engineering much of
fruit growing is to study the varieties which was too
deep tor us, but I am
of fruit, and to get a commercial vaknow the names of
did
glad to say I
riety and one that will thrive in your some of them.
locality.
"Then the household economies THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
tree should
"Pruning A
were attractively displayed and the The Only New unabridged dic
be cut back 24 to 30 inches from the
of
sight of so many beautiful pieces
tionary in many years.
surface of the ground at planting needle work made me anxious to Contains
the pith and essence
time. The next year 3 to 5 scafford
an
authoritative
of
art.
library.
the
of
learn something
limbs should be left, which are cut
Covers every field of knowl1 found the fruits
this
from
Turning
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
back three to five Inches from the
and field products abundantly and
f
single book.
trunk. The third year cut off
looking, at The Only Dictionary with the
displayed.
beautifully
of second year's growth, and the
New Divided Page.
these I realized that our sandy plains
fourth year thin out all unnecessary would soon be the garden of the 400,000 Words.
2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
branches, that is for apple trees, but southwest.
half a million dollars.
for peach trees, on the fourth year
'F.vervhodv was especially inter- us tell you about this most
Let
every
prune the ends off and
eafed ,n the pumplng pi8nt which was
remarkable
single volume.
vear. because the apple fruits on
in operation, and opposite this was
Write for sample
spurs and the peach on buds.
pages, full parthe 99 kinds of soli from
displayed
ticulars, etc.
"Pruning of Grape Vines Each the different parts of the state which
Name this
only awaited 'the magic of the pump.'
paper and
we will
"A very instructive demonstration
send free
was In the display of the pruned and
a set of
notice- was
It
trees.
very
Pocket
unpruned
Maps
Vm a mild soothing wash that instantly able that the pruned trees had strong
m
m
tops the itch.
while the mi pruned
roots
healthv
We have sold many other remedies for
kin trouble but none that we could per- - trees had thin, stringy roots, l also
that the care of trees is
I
quite a problem to farmers, and
C. Stoma. Co.
0. D. D. Prescription
K. CX GOODALL
heard one man say that he learned
Springfield, Mui.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
here in ten minutes what he had been ii

r

ready-to-wea-

Thousand Have Been Helped
Fort Sumner Boy Wrote Best Description of the Bureau of I mini
By Common Sense
Miss
Catherine
Train
ration's New Mexico Demonstration
Suggestions.

cane of a grape vine should be cut
Albuquerque. N. M., March 19.
New
11
back to two or three vines buds each
the
When? on January
last,
Mexico State Agricultural college and year, as the fruit is produced on the
the Santa Fe railroad started the op- new wood.
Milk Cows Choose good cows. If
eration of an agricultural demonstration train over tiie lines of the San- - milk Is wanted the Holsteln is the
ta Ke railroad In New Mexico, for the best, and for cream any good breed
purpose of instructing farmers In of milk cow, but dont cross bieed,
modern methods of farming, fruit- - pet good bulls; don't keep boarder
growing and stockralslng, Pr. lessor cows, use a Babcocx tester and if a
J. D. Tinsley, agricultural demonstra cow don't test up as she should
tor of the Santa Fe railroad, Presi- rid of her.
"Beef Stock The Al erdeen Angus
dent V. E. Garrison of the State Agra large. heay rolid farm oeef .vn!
is
Imof
icultural college and the bureau
mal.
the
for
offered
three
migration
prize
"The Jersey - a great milk :itd
three best letters on the subject:
cream
cow, one in a demonstration
the
I
"What
Learned From
Agricu4 of milk n
The train gave I.OiO 1
ltural
Demonstration Train."
wu
300
t?ute;l
per cent.
ci
days
offered were $10 for the best

MILLINERY

READY-TO-WEA- R

: COME, SEE AMD ENJOY IT i

New Spring Coats

First Showing of The New
Wash Fabrics for Spring

LATEST FASHION APPROVED
MODELS, DEVELOPED IN CORRECT
IN

SPRING

FABRICS

AND COLORS

AN UNUSUALLY EXTENSIVE SHOWING OF FRESH
CRISP COLORED WASH GOODS GINGHAMS, TISSUES,

The new Spring coats are unusually smart, becoming
and practical. In this collection you will find the very best
of the new styles, for we choose carefully and from best makers.
Many of these charming Springtime weaves and color
combinations in which these new coats are developed are
shown exclusively here. You'll look in vain for their duplicates in other stores hereabouts, because we firmly stipulated
that we were to have exclusive sale of the styles we purchased.
Every new Spring model that is good, every new Spring
fabric that is fashionable and dependable, every new Spring
color that is correct will be found in this splendid showing.
And our range of sizes is so extensive that every maid and
matron hereabouts is assured, a perfect fit.
1. The prices we ask for these new Spring coats mean utmost value for your money.
$7mSO for very good ones
$35.00 for the very best

2

m

ge

PERCALES,

ETC.-A-

MOST ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

T

It's Spring now in our Wash Goods section. The new
wash goods have arrived in large quantities, embracing
daintier designs and at more attractive prices than for many
seasons.
This first showing is worthy your early inspection because it shows interestingly and on a broad comprehensive
scale just what will be popular in wash fabrics for Spring and
Summer every new and approved design every reliable
quality
These goods are the products of the world's best looms
and you can purchase them with the assurance of getting the
utmost value and satisfaction possible with every purchase
made.
--

We cordially invite you to see this early showing--we'rquite sure you will not find its equal anywhere in this section
e

other prices In between

14 BUTTON

ALL0VER

NUBUGK SHOES

EMBROIDERY

DRESS

Sil-be-

v01

etaJWW
inn-e-

one-hal-

d

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

one-hal-

"n

For Eczema

j

fiff?rhZ'ri'MBil

BBBBBBBSnSBBi

SBBW

$5.00

$3.50
ESTABLISHED 166&

ventions which have revolution1 '.U
farm life. No more eed the farmer
remain at night in his orchard fein-ina frost- - but may sleep soundly
trusting to awaken by the alarm of
his electric thermometer in time to
'
light his smadge.
"He can accurately ascertain the
air and soil temperature with instruments constructed for that purpose
and numberless other inventions do
the work of the farm hand and more
satisfactorily if we may judge by the
look
products, displayed. The apples
ed delicious, the Arkansas especial
received much attention. The pre
served fruits were certainly tempting.
The mammoth pears were so perfect
it seemed hard to believe them
the
"Maps showed by comparison
the
and
proper
of
spraying
advantage
method of planting an orcnard and an

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
RROMO
Take LAXATIVE
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money it
tt falls to cure. B. W. GROVE'S slg
nature Is on each box. 25c.
You judge a man not by what lie
promises to do, but by what he has
done.
That Is the only true test
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
by this standard has no superior. People everwhere speak of It In the highest terms of praise. For sale by all

druggists.
GDEATER

CO A

L

AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ft. na

Yim

CONDON

LAS VEGAS

be made a beautitel city at
well as by day by th liberal
as
night
use of electricity. Those merchants
electric
who already have installed
signs have been more than pleased
with the result Their places of bus
iness have been made so attractive
that the volume of trade has Increased
materially. Electric signs are cheaper
than you imagine. See us for figures.
The Las Vegas Light and Power
CaD

If it may be termed a science

must

The
Science of
Selling

include a means of presenting the

Farms

OPTIC

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

exhibit of trees compared the pruned
with the unpruned much to the ad
class in the southwest use the
vantage of the former.
1
examined the model of a silo
and read that various corns, rauu
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Las
maize, sorghum, altalfa, green rye, won Its great reputation and extenby Its remarkable cures of
and 'various other field crops may be sive salecolds
and croup. It can be
coughs,
used successfully as silage.
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
testmilk
"Churns, separator and
druggists.
ers, all the hest of their kind, were
shown and were of special interest to
dairymen, and the simple oil engine
shown would be appreciated by any
farmer.
Surplus
Capital Paid in
Hima nt the finest cattle I have
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
ever seen were displayed in the stock
car. A 450 pound 'lomworth barrow
the
ww t w& vv j-i-9w at StSpw Fin
PLi 9 a
pig was a prominent feature of
can
what
demonstrated
and
exhibit
be done in the way of raising fine
D T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
J . M. CUNN1NOH A n Pi eldnt
other
PRANK SPRIKOER.
hogs. There were also many
fine specimens of swine.
"Among the cattle there was plenty
of choice Guernseys, Jerseys,
Preeshan. Angus and a crcus-hre- d
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Hereford Shorthorn steer which
weighed 840 pounds when 10 months
old, lhade it difficult which to admire

WANT COLUMNS

n

Hoi-stei-

most
"Some fine chickens, White Rocks,

iegnorns
Wyandottes, Orpingtons,
and Brahmas were in the coop.
White chickens appeal to most people
and the Wyandottes were certainly
beauties and deserved all the attention they received.
"The lecture car I have left last.
It contained pictures of good and bad
roads and from the contrast presented by these pictures we ought to decide that our new state, flourishing as
these exhibits prove it to he, deserves better roads than some of
should resolve
those shown and
our
in
do
all
to
power to better them
and 4iake them equal those in the
contrasting photographs."

suabi

LAS VEGAS

Lais Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Pa.id on Deposits

LA

HOW

DRAWING

PACKERS' TRIAL

ONE
WOMAN

COMPLETION

NEAR TO ITS

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

MARCH 19, 1912.

TUESDAY,

THREE

Bowels are Basis
WON
of Child Health

GOT

HIS

NOTES

MIXED

UP

Man Hss Some DlftV
cutty at the Book Store and
the Grocers'.

Absent-Min- d

PAL

OF

CAPITOL'S

GODDESS

Al Porch, the Old Rigger of the Bullying, an intimate Associate of
Her MajMty.

The) careful mother, who watches homes of Mrs. E. S. Griffin,
Sandy,
Al Porch, the old rigger st the cap.
As the little man walked
Strength Back closely the physical peculiarities of 1'tah, and Mrs. Clara Mcintosh, Ma
along the sidewalk be sud- itol building in Washington, la the
her children, will soon discover that sonville, Colo., are always supplied denly stopped in front of s bookstore. most Intimate associate of hsr m)-stII Convicted the Defendants May Receive Fines of $3,000 Each,
Again by The Use of CarduL
the Goddess of Freedom, wb
the most important thing in connection with Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and K recalled to him the meaning of that
Imprisonment for One Year or Both Prominent Men in
with a child's constant good health is with them, as with thousands of oth- piece of string on bis finger, and with stands upon the rery dome of this
building which harbors the national
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this to keep the bowels regularly open. ers, there Is no substitute for this a brightened face be entered.
Meat Industry Charged With Violations of the Sherman
a minute." be said to the congress. There are eiectrio wires us
"Jest
city, Mrs. E. C Coram writes: "I was
Law Since 1898 Government Asserts They Fixed all weakened and worn out with wo- Sluggish bowels will be followed my than a laxative. It Is really more clerk. "My wife wanted me to gst be rigged on the bonnet of the God
manly troubles. My husband brought loss of appetite, restlessness during than a laxative, for It contains su- a book for her a certain novel she's dess and occasionally the U to bet
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from sleep,
Prices and Held Trade in Restraint.
irritability and a docen and perior tonic properties whUh help to heard a good deal about. I must find given s bath and a coat ot paint.
the first day, it Bermed to help.
th, memorandum she gave me. She When these necessities arise It Is Al
I had almost lost my reason, but, one similar evidences of physical dis- tone and strengthen the rloniach, llv
February 20, 1905 Investigation ot thanks to Cardui, did not. Soon. I order.
Chicago, March 19. The trial of
er and bowels so that Mi: a briuf wrote the name on s slip of paper, Porch who is sent aloft to meet this
difficult situation.
felt and looked Hue a new woman. I
t the first sign of such disorder use of it all laxatives can be dispens- snd I put it In my pocket."
the leu Chicago packers on charges alleged combination begun.
Is wonderful.
I
This mounting Into the very presthink the
After considerable fumbling hs prothe
child
a
July ti 1905 Sixteen packers and recommend remedy
of tonspiracy iu maintaining a comTV.
give
ed with and nature will do its own duced a small bit of
teaspoonful of
it to my friends, for I havo
and laying ence of Freedom Is no mean task.
paper,
violafour
Indicted!
in
of
trade
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on work.
bination in restraint
received great benefit from It."
corporations
it on the counter, took out his spec- Rarely is it accomplished In any other
Cardui acts specifically on the weak letiring and repeat the dose the folDecember 31, 1905 Cases called for
tion of the criminal provisonB of the
tacles
to
a
of
and adjusted them on his nose. method than that of sealing ladders.
trial
make
Anyone
wishing
ened womanly organs, strengthening
law which began (rial.
"Here's the name Cobb's Corns? For 60 feet before the top of the
Sherman
the muscles and nerves, and building lowing night if necessary more "ban this remedy before buying it in the
statue la reached the ascent must ba
March SI, 1906 Judge Humphreys them up to health.
win scarcely be needed. You will find regular way of a druggist at HO cents tine. Yes, that's it"
December 6, la the closng chapter of
"I I'm sfrsid I don't know
th mads on outside ladders. This Is trtyj
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
that the child will recover its accus- or one dollar a large bottle (famllv
a long legal battle waged by the gov- renders the "immunity bath" decision,
when anyone but A) Porch makes the)
system and relieves the effects of tomed
book, sir," said the clerk apologeticalfreeing the Indicted packers.
ernment aganst the big packers.
good spirits at once and will size) can have a sample bottle sen:
overwork, both mental and physical.
ly, "but I'll look through the list of ascent But the riggea, has long made
1909 Investigation
December 26,
'
at
The heads of the packing companies
use
and sleep normally.
to the home free of charge by simpl
Fifty years' successful
fully
new ones." And be ran his eye over the very pinnacle of the cap! tot his
purely vegeThis remedy is a vast Improvement addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405 the list on the wall. "No, I'm sorry playground. He has practically lived
in the proceedings are named as in- taken up by federal grand Jury but prove the merit of this
women.
for
tonic
remedy
without Indict table,
dividual defendants and a verdict of soon discontinued
In every community, there live some over salts, cathartics, laxative waters Washington St., Monticello, 111. Your to say I can't find it here. You are here for 43 years The upper dome of
ments
returned.
the capitol has come to be a passion
law
make
them
being
would
who
the
under
and similar things, which are alto- name and address on a postal card sure of the name?"
have
been
benefited by Cardui.
guilty
The beneficial effects of this time gether too powerful for a child. The will da
"Yes, It's right hers on this piece with him.
December 15, 1909 Investigation
liable to either a fine of $5,000 each,
tested woman's remedy, soon show
of paper."
A spry little man of
ba
or imprisonment for one year or both resumed by the federal grand jury.
themselves In many different ways.
I'm afraid w havnt got runs about these great heights as or"W1I,
Indictments
returnMarch
19121,
MAINE DEMOCRATS
Ienalties.
The solemn service was It then."
Vyver.
Try it
dinary men walk about the streets.
ed against the national packing comThe ten defendants are:
Augusa. Me., March 19. The
held In the new cathedral, which was
"But but I don't dsre to go home
N. B. Writf to: Udles' AdvHory Dept..
Medicine Co.. Clutunno, Term., for Special
Ar- pany and ten subsidiary concerns and
J. Ogden Armour, president
state convention to select six crowded to Us utmost capacity. The to my wifs without it. I promised to
Intlruclums, and
naje book, "Home Treatment
bill In equity filed asking that the Na- lot
mour and Company.
Womn." sent In plain wrapper on request.
delegates 1o represent Maine in the new bishop comes to Richmond from get It for her."
The clerk called to another in the
national convention at Baltimore as- San Francisco, where he has served
Aitthur Meeker, director and gen- tional Packing company be dissolved.
absent-mindedl-

Her

Health

and

y,

Anti-Tru-

st

-

1

--

anti-tru-

ner-vo-

sixty-fou-

r,

0-

dem-o'-ratl-

Charte-too-

c

64- -

June 24, 1910 Indictments asalnst
eral manager. Armour and Company.
the
National Packing company quashThomas J. Connors, director and
ed by Jndse I.nndls and a special
Armour
and
general superintendent,
grand jury called to renew tlie invesCompany.
Louis F. Swift, president Swift and tigation.
July 14, 1910 Special grand jury
Company.
and Inquiry begun.
Impanelled
Edward F. Swift,
vice president
(1.
August 1, 1910-ThLee,
Swift and Company.
beef
of
the
dressed
sales de- manager
Charles H. Swift, director Swift and
pertinent of Armour and Company In- Vim nan v
Francis A. Fowler, manager beet dieted for perjury and Alfred R. Urion
chief counsel for the company and
department Swift and Company.
Edward Morris, president
Morris three employes charged with destroying stenographers' notebooks contaln- and Company
Louls H. Heyman, manager beef ,ng lmWtznt Information desired by
department Morris and Company.
August 15, 1910 Attorney Prion
Edward Tilden, president National
with a reprimand and the
discharged
company.
Packing
other
held
for further
respondents
The government contends:
That prior to 1902 prices were fixed, hearing.
September 12, 1910 Indictments reshipments regulated and territory diconvided by the old beef pool which met turned charging ten packers with
in
a
combination
spiracy
maintaining
every Tuesday afternoon.
in restrain- - of trade."
That after the old beef pool dfssolv-eDecember 6, 1 91 K Trial of the ten
In 1902 the packers held secre
packers
begun before Judge Carpenmeetings at each other's home3.
ter.
That the National Packing company
The trial was one ot the longest
since its organization in 1903 has
criminal
trials in the. history of the
been used as a "clearing house" for
federal courts. It began December
the alleged combination.
8, 1911, and the jury was sworn In
That the packers adopted a test
December 19. --The first witness was
wet and margin system which was
called by the- government December
used in the purchase of cattle and 28.
The government put 49 witnesses
tho sale of fresh meat.
on the stand and introduced 1,488 doThat the allowances made for bycuments in evidence. The record
products in figuring the test cost were of the case contains 5,000,000 words.
Inadequate and the "cost" used by
It is estimated that the trial cost
the packers was fictitious and higher the
packers $500,000 and the governthan the actual cost.
ment about $100,000.
That the representatives of the difTh first witness called by the govferent companies in New York, Boston ernment was
Albert H. Veeder, the
and other eastern cities exchanged Inchief counsel for the packers and
formation in regard to prices and
personal lee-n- advisor of thp into Hna.
shipments and telegraphed the figures tam, F Swm founder
rf gwJft &nd
to their superiors in Chicago.
Company. He gave a graphic descrip- That the violation of the Sherman Hon cf the old packers' pool which
law by the packets has been continu-- . met every
Tuesday afternoon prior to
ous and
practically uninterrupted 1902 and gave the details of the
1898.
thod by which the fresh meat business
A chronological history of the gov-!o- f
the country was controlled. He
ernment's investigation and prosecu-- ! declared that noatteropt was made
tlon of the men alleged to control the to fix prices and divide
territory
meat industry of the country ter the old packers' pool was dlssolv-i- s
as follows:
in 1902. He also told of he at- .luly 1, 190" Injunction issued by fomnt of tho Armour Swift nnrl frvr- .Tiidee Grosscup restraining the pack ris interests to combine the
packing
ers from entering into a combination. industry into a billion dollar corpora- omas

--
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BETTER FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN THAN CASTOR
SALTS.OR PILLS, AS IT SWEETENS AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM
IS FAR MORE PLEASANT TO TAKE.

MORE EFFICIENTLY

OH,
AND

IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE AS
IT GIVES SATISFACTION
TO ALL, IS
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.

on e venj- Package of the Genuine.
-

ALL RELIABLE

4
DRUGGISTS

WHEN CALLED

SELL

THE ORIGINAL

FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY

AND
COULD

LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR PREPARAYET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE. BECAUSE
IT IS RIGHT TO DO SO AND FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR
SUCH
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,
CUSTOMERS.
MAKE

SICKNESS
Good Health Impossible with a Disordered Stomach
There-i- s
nothing that will create
sickness or cause more trouble than
a disordered stomach, and many people daily contract serious maladies
simply through disregard or abuse
of the stomach.
We urge every one suffering from
any stomach derangement,
indiges
tion, or dyspepsia, whether acute or
chronic to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tab
lets, with the distinct understanding
that we will refund their money with
out question or formality, if after reasonable use of this medicine they are
not satisfied with the results. We re
commend them to our customers every
day, and have yet to hear of any one
who has not been benefited by them.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c., and $1.00 a
box. gold In East I as Vegas only
at our store The Rexall Store. E

R. & G. CORSETS.

It is entirely unnecessary to go on
"trying" numerous makes of corsets
in search of the correct model for
your particular figure. R. ft G. Corsets have attained their wide popularity through their Individuality. Each
model in the vast range has been designed for a particular figure. Prices
range from 60 cents up At the
10 and 25 cnts store.

ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH. AS YOUR
MAY AT SOME TIME DEPEND UPON

UFE OR HEALTH
THEIR

CAUSES

A

TIONS.

DRUGGISTS

SKILL AND RELIABILITY
WHEN BUYING

Note tfwMName

ofthe Gompanu

ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE, OF THE
GENUINE.
ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS.
REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE.,
STRAIGHT
THE CIRCLE, NEAR
PRINTED

MINIATURE PICTURE
Or rACKACE

SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE,
WAY
BECAUSE IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURAL, STRENGTHENING
AND WITHOUT
THE SYSTEM, WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
AND CLEANSES
DEBILITATING
OR GRIPING. AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE IN ANY
IRRITATING,
BY MILLIONS OF
IT IS RECOMMENDED
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE.
TO GET ITS
FAMILIES, WHO KNOW OF ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE.
MANUFACTURED BY THE
EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE;
BENEFICIAL

CALIFORNIA

CENTURY

OF NOTABLE

WORK.

Philadelphia. Pa., March 19 Three
days of celebraton began today at
the Philadelphia Academy of Natural
Sciences In honor of the completion
of its first century of existence. It
was founded in 1812 by a small group
of young men, principally chemists
or, Chicago.
and others engaged in the drug trade,
J. H. Edwards, 28 years old. em- and from a humble begnnlng has deployed by a telephone company as an veloped into, an institution of worldwide reputation and has proved of the
inspector, Streaitor, 111.
Jacob Glelm, 46 years old, baker, highest value to the advanceemnt of
Ottawa, 111.
science in America, The centenary
Adam Clow, 53 years old, retired exercises will be participated in by
scores of eminent scientists and edu
farmer, Wheatland, 111.
Thomas A. Clow, 64 years old, mill- cators from all parts of the country
wright, Chicago.

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a certain relief for feverish-ness- ,
headache, bad stomach, teething
disorders, move and. regulate the bowels and destroy worms. They broak
up colds in 24 hours. They are so
pleasant to the taste childrene like
them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used
by mothers for 22 years. They never
fall. Sold by all druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE. Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

hi the Cincfe,

GENUINE

cross-examine- d

sembled fn the city hall here today
with United States Senator Charles
V.
Johnson presiding.
Occupying
seats on the platform were Governor
I'lRisted, Senator Gardner, Congressmen McOilllcuddy and Gould and other leaders who helped to place the
democratic party in power in Maine
a year ago after the republicans had
held almost undbputed sway for sevA marked division of
eral decadeB
sentiment appears among the leaders
in regards to the indorsement, of a
candidate for the presidential nomination. Wood row Wilson Is th preference of Senator JohnROn and a number of others who stand high in the
party councils, but it is considered
doubtful if the Wilson sentiment is
ptrong enough to result in an instructed delegation,

CATTLE RAISERS MEET
Fort. Worth, Tex., March 19. Fort
Worth gave a cordial welcome today
to the delegates to the thirty-sixtannual convention of the Texas Cath

tle Raisers' association. Nearly 3,000
visitors are in the city and many more
are expected by tomorrow morning.
The opening session was held this
morning, the chief features of the
program being addreses by Governor
Colquitt of -- Texas, Mayor Davis ot
Fort Worth, and E. C. Lasater, presi
dent of the association. The conven
tion will be in session three days.
BISHOP CONSECRATED
19. With
Richmond, Va., March
solemn ceremony and in the presence
of a notable gathering of clergy and
laymen, the Rt Rev. Denis J. O'Con-nel- l
was consecrated today as Roman
Catholic bishop of Richmond in succession to the late Bishop Van De

G. Mtirphey.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
.

tlon and how the plan was dropped
because of the Inability of its promoters to finance it.
Nearly every witness called by the
ioernment In the trial was either an
employe or a former employe of one
of the corporations controlled by the
defendants.
The defense
every
witness at length and in this way
got much of Ms side of the case before the Jury.
The Jury which heard the case was
composed of the following:
J. E. Harvey, i0 years old, grocer,
Wilton Center, 111.
Edward J. Ryon, 43 years old, carpenter foreman, Streator, 111.
Asa Bannister, 55 years old, farmer, Napervllle, 111.
H. I. Bucklfn, 40 years old, farmer,
Dundee, 111.
Burton H. Meyers, 45 years old, liveryman, Napervllle, 111.
William J. Thomas, 45 years old,
grocery clerk, Ottawa, 111.
C. H. Sears, 58 years old, drug salesman, Chicago.
Howard O. Bates, 43 years old, tail-

FIG SYRUP CO.

CURE THAT COUGH
By the use of Penslar's Mentholatum
Cough Balsam. This is the best pre-

paration on the market for the relief
of coughs and colds. It takes thar
tight feeling out of the chest and relieves inflamed throats and lungs. For
sale only at Schaefer's Pharmacy.
Opera House block- -

YouNg

MOTHE
No young woman. In the Joy
of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good con
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she uss Mother's Friend; it Is a
medicine that has proven Its Value
in thousands of
Mother's
cases.
EflfS
Friend is sold at

back of
as auxiliary bishop since 1907. He To the the store, who cams forward.
other he said: "8ay, Bill, do
is a native of South Carolina and you know of a book
called Cornatlne,
for several -- ars was rector of the by a fellow named Cobb 7"
"What's that?" he asked in surAmerican ( ollege in Rome.
prise.

R. 0

The old gentleman broke
In:
'Cobb's Cornatlne. Hers, see for
yourself."
"I'm afraid you've made a mistake,"
said the new arrival with a twinkle.
"Cobb's Cornatlne Is a new breakfast

Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,

N. j..
as troubled with a severe la
He says: "I would
grippe cough.
be completely exhausted after each
fit of violent coughing. I bought a
bottle of Foley's Honey-an- d
Tar Com
pound and before I had taken it all

food."

the coughing spells had entirely ceas
"Ah, now I see why the grocer
ed. It can't be beat' O. G. SehA. didn't understand me when I asksd
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
him for a package of Queed," remarked the customer In manifest relief.
ATTENTION
ELKS
G. Kaemmerllcg In Puck.
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water
TREE
IS ON COS
man is making sittings and the pic- OLDEST
tures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned It Measures 30 Feet In Clrcumfsrsnos
and Is More Than 2,000
out by that high class photographer.
Years Old.
Better arrange for a sitting today
Waterman, the Plaza.
The tallest trees In the world are
the Australian eucalypti, which attain
Many suOereres from rheumatism an altitude of 480 feet The biggest
have been surprised and delighted are the mammoth trees of
California,
with the prompt relief afforded hr some of which are 276
to S73 feet in
applying Chamberlain's Liniment Not height, and 108 feet In circumference
one case of rheumatism in fen re- at
the base. From measurements of
quires any Internal treatment what- the
rings it Is believed that certain
ever. This liniment is for sale by
of these trees are from 2,000 to 2,500
all druggists.
years old. The oldest tree in the
world is said to exist on the Island of
PROTECTION
Cos off the coast of Asia Minor. It Is
Against the cold blasts that bring several thousand years old, but Just
pneumonia, grip and disagreeable how many no one has dared to say.
colds upon their breath is afforded by The tree Is carefully preserved by a
chamois rests and chest protectors. wall of masonry around It, and the
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full trunk is thirty feet In circumference.
But there are parts of trees in the
Hne. You can ba comfortuhin anrt
of
free from the fear of catching cold
T'"1, 0mber whlch are even
you wear one of these handy ar
atump. Beams in old buildings are
tides. Schaefer's, opera house block, preserved today, which are
known to
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug be over a thousand
old. Piles
years
(JO
driven by the Romans prior to the
Christian eia are perfectly sound toC. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Roday, and it Is known that they have
chester, N. Y., has recovered from a been
Immersed in water for upward of
long and severe attack of kidney trou- two thousand
years.
ble, his cure being due to Foley KidSome woods have remarkably durney Pills. After detailing his case,
he says: "I am only sorry I did not able properties when immersed in walearn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills. ter. They decay rapidly on the stump,
In a few days' time my
backache many rotting In from five to ten
completely left me and I felt greatly years, but when Immersed In water
improved. My kidneys became strong- they last longer than iron or steel.
er, dizzy spells left me and I was An effort has been made by our govno longer annoyed at night. I feel ernment to preserve woods indefinite100 per cent better since using Polev
ly by treating them with oils and tar
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer- - and products.
Already telegraph poles and
Red Cross Drug Co.
railway ties have had their aversge
life extended from five to ten years
SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has re- by this process. Harper's.
ceived an advance showing of spring
When the Worm Turned.
styles in millinery. The designs are
"No power on earth shall make me
beautiful and modish.
Now is the
time to have your hats remodeled for do it I" he declared, firmly. She apclose to his side. Her eyes
spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to proached
blazed Into his and her lips sneered.
do such work quickly and satisf actor
"You shall do it I
However you
ily at her store on Sixth street.
dread It, it must be done! You hear
-

'T

-

PURE STIMULANTS

Should be a. part of the equipment
of everv nronerlv
h
stnplroH
Our stock of whiskies is pure and is
unequaled for medicinal purposes.
It is particularly suited for family
use. We carry a full line of excellent
wines. Home trade a specialty. The
Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
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U. S. RUNNING
Only

A

DISTILLERY

Doing So, However, to

"Pirates"

In

Catch

the Manufacture

of Liquor.

The treasury department is running
an unlicensed distillery.
Th law Is
not being violated, however, as the
plant Is operated solely to detect
fraud against th government by exercising a scientific control over the
commercial distilleries for th
purpose of revenue taxation on alcoholic
liquors.
The government apparatus Is lo
cated in the chemical laboratory of
the Internal revenue bureau. Th Inspectors of the bureau are scouring
the country to secure the formulas of
every distillery for the manufacture
of their products.
Using these formulas, the government In Its own distillery reproduces these alcoholic
liquors, ascertaining the exact quantity of distilled spirits which should
be yielded by any given quantity of
grain, according to any given formula.
met"
These results are compared with th
"I refuse utterlyl Such a thing Is returns made
by the distilleries for
unworthy for a man of pride and hon- the purpose of taxation. In all case
or to undertake! " he repeated, draw- - where a marked
discrepancy is disrrom a wn,p" played, the distillery Is placed under
lrom ner
fn
suspicion and if the returns prove
Qilclsly she w
at
de agalni fraudulent the plant becomes known
gripping his arm with fingers slim, but as a "pirate distillery."
hard as steel.
By this method the
She slipped a small knife into his also hold a tight check ongovernment
the inter
d
hand a thin,
piece of nal revenue officers stationed at dissteeL "There 1" she said. His obsti- tilleries to guard the revenue. If
there
nacy was momentarily driving her to is any collusion between these
s
desperation.
and dishonest distillers the govHer voice broke with passion, and ernment distillery reveals the fact
and
she cried, in a loud, angry tone: "Wil- th official head of the
employe fails.
nam Tomkins, If you dont do what I
say and go peel those potatoes at
once, you'll go to bed without any
Washington Pioneer Die.
A link between the
y
dinner!" Puck.
past
and present was snapped one day recently whn Mrs. Mary Margaret NelProper Things to 8ay,
son died in Washington. She was bora
To a young woman who has for
In Washington in 1818, and one of
saken school teaching for matrimony the few women who could
speak ot
and housekeeping: "Don't you feel Intimate acquaintance
with Dolly
lost without anything to do?"
Madison and belles and beaux ot capiTo a motor m an: "Don't you some- - tol society of the early years of th
uem
81 urM 01
She was the only surPPlng for po-I- n past century.
p,e
of Peter Hagner, who
viving
daughter
,
u e uuuiuri
i buuujq cuius your was appointed by George Washington
Irregular hours would almost kill you," clerk of the original treasury at Phil
To a newspaper man:
"But of adsiphis. Mr. Hagnr was th firet to
course, I never believe more than half fill th position of third auditor ot
that I read in th papers."
the treasury, which position he held
To a postman: "Don't your feet for 59 years.
Mrs. Nelson's father
ache by night?"
was also one of th founders of th
To a librarian:
"You must enjoy historic St John's Episcopal ehurob,
reading the new novels ahead of ev on Lafayette square, where Mr. Taft
worships
erybody else in town." Newark New

"
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sharp-pointe-

ABSOLUTE PURITY.
An expert chemist has tested the

off)-call-

candles manufactured Dy Potters and
has discovered that they are abs.
The
lutely free from adulteration.
coloring matters used are strictly vegetable and harmless, even in the
cheaper grades of confections. Potters on Douglas avence is the home
of the best ice cream, soda water and
candy in Las Vegas.

8TOP AND CONSIDER
The value of getting good eoods at
the store where price meets purse.
selecting anything from our com- plete and up to date Jewelry stock
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel
We have built up the busistores.
drug
RIEND lence.
Write for free
ness of our store by pleasing every
book for expectant mothers which contains much patron and making of every patron
valuable information, and many sug- an advertiser. We manufacture beautiful filigree Jewelry. Sabino Lujan,
gestions of a helpful nature.
Bridge street
BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., AtUsta, G.

The Goddess and Her Pal.
He is to tt capitol what the famous
hunchback was to Notre Dame. Once
he fell from a position at the foot ot
the Goddess and was dashed from projection to projection down the statue
base. Altogether he fell SO feet, and
with one arm broken, clung with bis
legs dangling over the abyss below,
which would have meant certain
death If bis bold bad given way
et
later he climbed on after another of
the pillars that support th stat
in
an attempt to capture an escaped
canary bird and finally succeeded.
Many times since he has scaled the
statue to Its very top without the help
of a ladder.
He does this by work
tng himself into th folds ot the garments of Freedom and so braces himself as to get inexplicable hold
The only picture ever taken
of the Goddess was obtained by
a photographer whom Al Porch virtually carried up th ladder to this
dizzy height It Is reproduced in the
accompanying illustration.

far-awa-
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LA

OUR

ins boat 1b tfewflBVa theater in that
city st lent once U two weeka. Ac
cordis; to the paper theae affaira
attended by large crowds
bar bt
BY
and moat of the fight hare ended In
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
knockout. Yet the Albuquerque
(Isoorpo rated)
ao tar aa anybody knowa, have
not remonstrated. They prefer. It apBL M. PADGETT
EDITOR
pears, to reform La Vega and aliow
the sinners in their own city to be
claimed by the devil. Srnce they are
being paid for saving Albuquerque's
to be regretted
sinful resident it
Entered at the Poatoce at Eal that they are not on the Job, although
UM Vega. New Mexico, for traasmt-gto- this city appreciate their Interest in
through the United States Mails Ita welfare.
aa second claa matter.
o

fche

atly
ESTABLISHED

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

HUNT WANTS STRONG SOCIETY

Coptic

PRESS LAW PASSED
A

.

O

IN

l

l.

IS

MARCH

ANCIENT

BUT HAS PLENTY OF WORK YET
TO DO.

cler-pyme-

GOVERNOR OF ARIZONA
CATE8 MANY REFORMS
HIS MESSAGE.

TUESDAY,

Washington Monument Association,
Organized at the Capital Sept. 26,
It
1783, Hold
Receptions
Regularly Every Year.

An aud-- ;
Phoenix, Ariz., .March
The Washington Monument Society
ience that filled every available foot
of space in the assembly chamber ot held Its annual meeting on New
Year Day at the
the capital building was present to
home of Mr. TheoW.
P.
G.
Hunt's
when
Governor
day
dore W Noye,
message to the first Arizona legisla-- !
one of the members of the assoREPUBLICAN CITY CONVENTION. ture was read.
rV
ciation. The Washtone
it
in
ft
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
A
of
reprethroughout,
Progressive
convention
delegates
Monument
ington
was
cheers
with
received
the
of
DAILY, BY CARRIER
voters
the
message
the
republican
senting
been finished
has
whom
of
Per Copy
half
City of La Vegaa la hereby called by those in the galleries,
or thought to be
1
3ft Week
to meet Friday wvening. March 22, at were women. The passages of the
finished so long
U 8 o'clock, in the City hall of said city, governor's message referring .to the
Ob Mcnth
that
1M
Oft Year
many of the peo
for the purpose of nominating on the recall of the Judiciary, equal suffrage,
DAILY BY MAIL:
n
ple of the country
ma
for
text
better
tree
books,
candidates
highways,
ticket
no longer remem- - ber the Inception
M.90 republican
Oft Year
a
saM
aud
of
of
punishment
clerk,
and
treaaurer
capital
city
of the movement or when the work on
MO 1 or,
Six Month
,
rethis wonderful monument was concity, to be voted for at the city elec new system of peno.sC-- taxation,
day, were cluded, it being at the time of its erection to be held the first Tuesday n form and the eight-hou- r
tion the tallest building or structure In
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
April, 1912. andfor the purpose of especially well received.
tbe world.
that
as
GROWER.
Alter appointing committees
transacting such other business
The society waa a volunteer associaOa Year
will have to do wlt the distribution
$M may be proper.
tion, organized in this city 8ept. 26.
100
Stx Hi iMii
Each of the warda of said city will ot patronage In the capitol, both sen- 1783. and tbe organisation proposed to
be entitled to ten delegates to such ate aud house adjourned at 5:30 un- erect in Washington a monument
(Oaah la Advance for Mail Subscrip- convention. Prlmanes of the repub- til 1 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
which should be national in character
tions).
of choosIt was announced today that Kev. to the memory of Washington The
voter
the
for
purpose
lican
Remit by draft, check or money
was the outthe pur- W. R. Thornton of Phoenix, would be society oforganisation
a paragraph In the National
do I It sent otherwise we will not ing such delegates, and for
growth
pose of nominating candidates for al- appointed chaplain of the assembly Intelligencer, then the leading paper
he respoaafbl for lota.
from each ward and for other and Walter Brawuer, chairman of the in the city of Washington. This paradermen
Specimen copies free on application.
proper purpose are hereby called to Maricopa county democratic commit- graph referred to the resolution of the
7,
AT meet at j o'clock tn the evening of tee, wats reasonably Bure of appoint Continental Congress adopted Aug.
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
unanivote
carried
1783,
the
being
the
for
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Thursday, March 21, at the follow- meat au sergeant-in-armmously, with 10 of the 13 original
PAID FOR.
ing places.an the following are here lower house.
This resolution
states represented.
The first message ot George W. P declared that it was the purpose of
by designated as temporary chalrmpn
are guaranteed the to call such primaries to order:
Hunt was read to Arizona's first state Congress "that an equestrian statue of
Advertiser
at the
largest daily and weekly circulation
First ward, Douglas avenue school, legislature today. It called attention General Washington be erected
of Congress
of any newspaper in Northwestern Waite Davis chairman.
to the fact that Arizona had voted place when the residence
shall be established." This resolution
Vew Mexico.
Second ward, City hall. O. L. Greg favorably on two occasions to adopt was amended by John Marshall In the
the recall of judges, and continues:
Dec. 23,
House of Representatives
ory chairman.
"Their wishes were set at uaugrft 1799, on whose motion the Congress
Third ward. City hall. A. T. Rogers,
TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 191?.
a
by President Tart's unwillingness to resolved, among other things, "that
Jr., chairman.
In the
be
monument
erected
marble
seavenue yield a prejudice, but they were
Fourth
Muglas
ward,
United States at the capital at Washcure in the knowledge that with stateschool, Hallett Raynolds chairman.
ington, and that the family be requestBy order of the Republican City hood once attained and with the init- ed to permit his body to be deposited
iative at their command they would under It, and that the monument be so
Committee.
J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman.
have it in their lianas to restore to designed as to commemorate the great
the consttiution the power so rudely events of his military and political
Attest:
life." The resolutions were neither of
E. J. McWENIE, Secretary.
taken away."
them ever carried into effect, although
A drastic
taw, in con- they were again moved In Congress on
BIG LAND DEAL CLOSED.
formation with a mandate of the con May 9, 1800. again in 1816. 1824 and
19.-Jstitution also was urged and the leg- 1832.
Clayton, N. M., March
The society, which perfected Its orearlieBt
residents
of
one
the
islature adjourned to jmss a resoluPotter,
Sept. 26, 1833. had for Its
ganization
of the coutt.v', sold 720 acres of fine tion prohibiting all secret loobylng first
president John Marshall, the
CONSISTENCY
alfalfa land to Jim Wiggins and during the present session.
great chief justice, then 78 years of
k- of Kenton
on the en- age. On the death of John Marshall
noncommmital
Although
.
The following from the Albuquerque a M,isyttsiwsVjrh
James Madison was electfew .dai'B ago. H purchased
franchisement of women, the message
.lournal of Monday should excite the
Interest in the Kenton Movnn. recommended the submission to the ed president, and on the death of President Madison it was provided that
rnor of those persms who possess tlle
Company and also his hom" m people of an equal suffrage amend- the
president of the' United States
;
a
aluable
those
faculty especially
Kenton The consideration was
ment.
j
should
be ex officio president, and It
f
who are aotjuam.-rwith the Re?. X 000. .'
Free text books were advocated and has been the case ever since.
Wflhurn Rose as well as conditions in
The society barely existed until
Mr. Potter came to Union county In the legislature was asked to consider
the Duke City:
1839.
On Feb. 22 of that year It was
1882 and has spent all but a few the question of old
pensions for chartered
Funds were
by Congress.
"The city of Ijw Vegas was held year of the entire time on the Cim Arizonians "either
men or women, raised
and the
popular
by
subscription,
up to scorn, and it was asserted that arron. He has been a large ttoldoi whoso years of residence and devomoney was raised to lay the foundathe moral atmosphere, of the Meadow of cattle and six or seven years ago tion to our territorys cause, through tion of the monument In July. 1848.
City was not such as to make It a de- set out alfalfa under irrigation from the period of its greatest trial, havf and to carry the shaft to 156 feet In
sirable place in which to educate the which he has sold many hundred dol- failed to provide them with the means height. There the monument stood
unfinished, with scaffolding about It
future teachers of the state, at a un- lars worth of hay ai seed.
of easing their deenning years."
at the time the war of the rebellion
ion mass meeting, held yesterday afHe has been a great believer in !ie
The legislators were also urged to broke out, and during that period
ternoon at the Lead Avenue Metho- future prosperity of the country and pass, a law
requirin- - each newspaper nothing whatever whs done. The pedist church.
has been wise enough to invest in in Arizona to publish in every issue riod of reconstruction was no better,
"Yesterday's meeting was called land whenever he got a chance to get "a full and complete list of its own-era- , although the society continued Its ef
forts to raise funds to continue the
primarily by the Ministerial Alliance good land, often against the advice of
stockholders and holders of se- work and to complete the shaft.
of Albuquerque to register a pro- friends who thought he was too san- curities in whatever form
they may
Congress had been repeatedly metest through the churches against the guine aa to the future prosperity of exist."
morialized to assist in the completion
chamof the monument, and petitions to this
New Mexico.
He is now owner of
holding of the
effect were Introduced in 1872 and
pionship buttle in Las Vegas on July 3,000 acres of the best alfalfa land in
1874.
Congress declined to do any4 th.
Rev. C. O. Heckman presided the county after disposing of 63
until July 5, 1876, the cententhing
of
Her!
The
Nerve
over the meting and one of the prin- acres, besides the 720 acres, to Dr.
Not long ago a woman reporter was nial year On that day Senator John
cipal addresses of the afternoon was Hardin, another of Kenton's enterSherman offered resolutions, which
engaged in scribbling her were
delivered by Rev. J. Wilburn Rose, prising citizens. He has water rights busily
adopted by the Senate and later
"copy" on a street car on her way to
formerly pastor of a Las Vegas covering all this Iana and can irrigate the office from the scene of her work. by the House, which provided that
would assume the comple
church, hut now state missionary of every acre. He still retains the name She was listing a number of the peo- Congress
tlon
of
the
monument
This was fol
who
had been present when she
the organized Christian Endeavor of his old ranch, Escondido. and will ple
was surprised to have a perfect lowed by the act of Aug. 21, 1876,
societies.
build a new Escondido with every
a joint commission
for the
Btranger sitting in the seat with her creating
of the monument.
"The meeting, before adjourning, modern convenience.
The in
tap her on the shoulder, beg her par- completion
Mr. Potter says this has been the don, and tell her that one of the terior of the monument Is lined to a
adopted resolutions denouncing the
of perhaps 200 feet with stones
fight. It was determined to circulate hardest winter in the history of the names she was writing was mis- height
representing the states. Stones from
spelled.
civin
loss
of stock has been
petitions
churches, lodges and
country but the
"I have often found people reading six of the states have not yet been
ic societies, praying the legislature to very light lh comparison with the seover my shoulder in the street car," placed, but the society hopes that by
1913 every state in the Union will be
pass a law that will prevent the verity and frequency of the storms. the reporter said in
telling of It, "but represented
"
of
to
are
care
feed
the big
and
staging
that was the first one who has had
learning
People
Just why Rev. Mr. Rose should for their stock and are raising the the impudence to comment to me upon
Plants.
hold Las Vegias to scorn and denounce stuff wlti which to feed, consequently what she read."
Next to green, gray Is the restfulest
it as an undesirable city in which to many dollars will be saved that
and most satisfactory color to be had
educate the young men and women of would have been a total loss other
When Liberty la License.
In foliage.
We now have so many
own
wise.
the state, when his
Liberty is the portion of a people hardy plants with gray foliage that we
family is
He expects to begin at once to who delight in humanity, who revere can choose one for each month of
here and his children are atdespise flattery and venerate bloom and color of flower.
tending the Normal University is not put his 8,000 acres in alfalfa. He justice,
truth. While you are not such a peoAmong them are the silvery milfoil,
known. Hut the ways and methods has other Interests to keep him here ple, O my fellow
,
citizens, in vain will
the white aud purple
of the gentlemen have always been as he owns, in comjny with Henry you talk of liberty. Instead of libeijyi golddust,
the woolly-leavechickweed.
an enigma to those wno have taken Jones, of Kenton, a lease on 50,000 you will have licentiousness, and jtc' many hardy pinks, Slebold' day lily!
the trouble to watch his movements. acres of pasture Uwicr in Oklahoma that you will all in your turns tell Fischer's horned poppy, lavender cot
You will ask for bread and ton, woundwort and woolly thyme.
He has always been in the foremost known as the East Waterhole ranch victims.
will get dead bodies!
And
Some of these are decidedly silvery.
at
rank, seeking to get into the limelength you will bow down your necks Others incline to a blue cast, which is
wan
he
While
in
Las Vega
JURY IS TAMPERED
WITH.
light.
o the yoke, and find your vile refuge
most pronounced in the globethistles
In the rule of a despot. Mme. Roseen at baseball games and moving
Independence, Kan., March 19.
and seahollies. Such colors are so unpicture theaters on Sunday, explain There is a rumor today that the jury land, "Address Before the Revolu usual In nature that It is eaay to overdo them In gardens.
to a representative of The Optic in the trial of A. A. Truskett, charged tlonary Tribunal."
'

j

a

probably

abo-lutio-

s

g

ack

Hub-bard'B-

'

Flynn-Johnso-

n

ctes

Gray-Leave- d

rock-cress-

19,
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TODAY'S MARKETS

$1,050

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York. March 19 Trading in
the stock market In tbe early session
was larger than in the same period
yesterday and leading stocks were
decidedly more active. Reading and
by the
Lehigh Valley were helped
more conciliatory attitude of the coal
owners and American Smelting's rise
was credited to Washington advices
which absolved the company from
Amalgamated Copper
wrong doings.
went to a high price for this movement on confirmation of another ad
vance in metal quotation.
Hill railway stock did. not share
appreciably In the early gain of Great
Northern ore certificate and United
8tates Steel was the moat backward
of the Ht-ulatIssue. Further
activity In American Can and Rock
Island called renewed attention to the
at chides of an Influential action interested In those properties. Early
gains were followed by the inevitable
profit taking with resultant recessions
o fa point In various Issues. Bonds
were Irregular.
74
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet. Sugar
112
Atchison
106
Great Northern
5
133
New York Central
113
Northern Pacific
120
156
Reading
Southern Pacific
111
Union Pacific
.....168
United State Steel
66
United Statee Steel, pfd
111

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automebile

l

CHICAGO

Phjne Main

710

good

a right with the murder of J.

D. S. Neeley,

to attend Sunday hart games as any has been tampered with and that

a

one else. On one occasion he made a Jury suit will follow in case of a dislist of the people he saw entering agreement.
places of amusement on Sunday.
TEXAS MAN KILLED.
While managing the affairs of the
Waco, Tex., Marih 19 A. P. Duncity, which fan several thousand inhabitants, it is eal dthat he was un- - can, president of a Waco Machinery
able to preserve unity in his own company, died here today as a result
a pistol shot fired yesterday by
chnrch.
j of
Jut way the clergymen of Albu- - lexander Johnson, another Waco
querqne should denounce La Vegan merchant. The shooting followed a
Is hard to fathom. Since the Hunt- business quarrel. Johnson m under
ing of statehood ilui--e ha been a box- - arrest.
K-iiHftM-

Eyesight of the Mouse.
How much does a mouse see? To
look at a mouse, one would think that
light counted for a great deal in its
life; but experiments go to show that
this is only true within certain limits.
Mice are good at distinguishing different degrees of illumination and different colore (preferring red and yellow to blue and green), and they are
guick to detect movements; but they
have llttl sense of form and little
binocular vision. Microscopic
study
shows that the retina has no "rods"
and no "fovea."

Learning Through trials.
God educates men by casting them
upon their own resource. Man learns
to swim by being tossed into life's
maelstrom and left to make his way
ashore. No youth can learn to sail
in a lake sequestered
hi
and sheltered from all storms, where
other vessels never come. Skill

Co.

AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, StS.C
W purchaaad ioverel carload or this beautiful dinner-warand oar
large purchaselowenabled tbe manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
and a very
price. We are charging part of the cost to "advertising
a
and
to
ask
only
of the actual coat of the
yon
pay
expense."
set. it Is of beautiful "Cosmos" percentage
design and cannot be dupltoated In
quality for less than tl In any retail chlua store. It Is guaranteed by both
manufacturer and ourselves.
the
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABEE'S Floor. Bend us five
coupons and f3.M In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send you one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The Ohlna Department of the Lira bee Flour Mills Company,
Hutcblnson, Kansas. Be abre to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons In LARABEE'S Floor are also good for Rogers Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS,

you know, is

that

"Mighty-Good-

"

GERMAN-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

-MILLED

GROCERS

FOR
SALE

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

BY

western steers $5.757.5s western dlume 1618; fine mediums 1517;
cows f 3. 25 5. 75.
fine 10 15.
Hogs,
receipts 12,000. Market u
cents higher. Bulk ot
ST. LOUIS METALS.
6.S5: heavy $6. 90 7:
St. Louis, March 19 Lead 4.00;
packers and
6. 95; lights $6.50
butchers $6.
spelter unsettled $6.757.00.
sale-&.7-

6.80; pig $55.75.
NEW YORK MONEY
Market 15
Sheep, receipts 10,000.
New York, March 19. Call money
to 25 cents higher. Colorado lambs
Mexican
prime paper
$7.55; muttons $3.755.75; Iambs
$5. 80 7. 55; fed wethers and year- dollars 47 cents.
lings $4.506.25; fed ewes $35.40.

2;

4;

NEW YORK METAL
New York, March 19 Silver
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, March 19. Cattle, receipts Copper $14.2214.70; Tin $42.25
42.30; Lead 4.004.10.
Market slow. Beeves $5
4,500.

58;

98S.

1

OUR SHOWING OF

SPRING

WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that uv
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Coers Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled without delay.
SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallig, the milliner, has received an advance showing of spring
styles in millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now is the

time to have your hats remodeled for
spring. Mrs- Wallis Is prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactorily at her store on Sixth street.

TAILORED SUITS

Street and Party Dresses and Evening Gowns

Is Well Worth The Inspection Of
Every Las Vegas Woman
rev

d

ing
that a preacher had as

Machine

Whalen, & Fowler Props

344,

8.65; Texas steers $4.805.85; western steers $56.85; stackers
and
feeders $46.10; cows and heifers
$2.254.60; calves $5. 75 8. 25.
Hogs, receipts 20,000. Market quiet
five cent
higher. Lights $6.75
Ribs, May $9.15.
7.02; mixed $6.757.07: heavy
$6.757.70; rough $6.756.85; pigs
$4.856.55; bulk of sales $6.907.05.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Market
Sheep, receipts 18,000.
Kansas City, March 19. Cattle, reSative
strong to 10 cents higher.
ceipts 8,000, Including 200 southerns.
western $4.355.85;
$3.855.85;
Market steady to strong. Native
yearlings $5.406.90; lambs, native
steers $5.808.15; southern steers
western $67.50.
$5.757.85;
$5.607.25; southern cows and heifers $3.255.50; native cows and heifST. LOUIS WOOL.
ers $37: stackers and feeders $4.25
St. Louis, March 9. Wool Market
6.50; bulls $45.50; calves $48; steadq.
Territory and western me- -

71;
53;

&

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, March 19. Sentiment in
the wheat crowd today leaned to the
bear side but sellers were held in
check, by the firmness of foreign markets due to stock decrease. Openlower to the
g
ing prices were
same up. May started
at 101 ito
off to a
101, varying from
shade advance. The price rallied to
101102 but slipped back to 101.
Slowness of demand handicapped the
corn market. May Opened unchanged
to
and then
higher at 70 to 70
.
sagged to 70
Subsequently a material rise took
place owing ito uneasiness about a
possible extension of the feeding season.
The close was steady at 71
71
for May,
over last night.
Corn strength, reports of French
millers actively buying, and a big decrease In the world's available supply, helped bring about an upturn.
The close was steady with May
(??
net higher at 102.
In oats there was but little pressure by holders. May started
(3!4
up at 53 and seemed disposed to keep
above 52.
Provisions rose with hogs. Unloading by smaller packers acted as only
an offset in part. Initial trades were
2
to
cents higher with July
delivery 16.5016.55 for pork; $9.70
for lard and $9.259.70 for ribs.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 102; July
Corn, May
July 71. Oats, May
July 49.
Pork, May $16.27.
Lard, May $9.52.

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

The Basic styles for Spring 1912 show the
long
which
lines,
have been so much in vogue since
straight

their appearance, will continue through this Summer.
It is enough that their popularity tar from
being on the
vane, still is in its zenith. All the new changes in Cut
and manner of making are to be found in our incomparable line of Ladies' Ready to Wear
Apparel.

life-cra- ft

comes through sailing one's craft
amidst rocks and bars and opposing
fleet, amidst storms and whirls and
counter-currentResponsibility alone
drives man to toil and brings out his
best. Newel Dwight HUH.

Nobby
Pumps and
Oxfords
For Spring
1913

--

THE

STORE

E. Las Vegas

OF QUALITY

n.m:

Silk
Beautiful
Beyond
Comparison
Now Here

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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The

Prescripliooist

Harry Kelly ot Gross-Kellwnt to Santa Fe yesterday on
ness.
W. T

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
aud why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
leaving our
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

Co
busi-

of Watrous was in
yesterday afternoon on

Doolin

Las Vegas
business.

ARE

INTRODUCED BY

LEGISLATORS

Mrs. Molly, Schmidt will leave to- HOUSE AND SENATE OF STATE
A8SEMBLY
WITH
FLOODED
morrow
afternoon for Greenville,
LEGISLATION
PROPOSED
Miss
District Attorney Chttrles W. G.
Santa Fe, N. M., March U. Mu)
Ward went to Watrous last night on
bills were introduc ed yesterday in th
business.
house and senate of the New Mexico
T. G. Ogden, Santa Fe division forelegislature. Two of the measures proman, went to Lamy this afternoon on
vide Tor statewide prohibition. The
business.
of the day are as follows:
Charles E. Michael left this after- proceedings
Senate
noon on a short business trip to AlThe rules were suspended by
a
buquerque.
strict
14 ayes, eight nays,'
vote,
party
came in this after- - two
Springer
;Hnry
I
absent., to permit Ilfeld to Intro
.
..... C. .
" ruucu
uuuu Hum lilt) oyuugei
duce Senate Joint Resolution No. 5,
Cimarron.
providing for the submission of an
Juan Salas was In Uis Vegas to- amendment no the
people to repeal
day from his home in Los Cerr.ilos the language
of the conqualification
on business?- stitution. It amends section 5, article
C. L. Kline, claim adjuster of the 21 of
the constitution.
Adopted on
Santa Fe, has returned from a short third reading under
suspension of the
rules. The following bills were Inrip to Chicago.
Miss Marian Nohr was in La Veg- troduced and referred, an effort to
as yesterday and today from her table Senate Bill No. I

GO.

V.

Pbmie Main

MANY BILLS

PERSONALS

;

ui

-

THE LATEST IN

SPRING

4P

1

SUMMER

home in Watrous.
Las
R. S. Randall, formerly of
Vegas now of Albuquerque, was in
the city Sunday and yesterday.
last
Mrs. B. Archibald
returned
night from an extended visit with
friends and relatives in California.
Miss Zella Wallace left this afterSILK FOULARDS,
noon for Albuquerque where she will
be employed in the Alvardo hotel.
SILK AND COTTON TISSUES,
Richard Dunn came in yesterday
rom his ranch at Gascon andjeft last
ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
night for Mountainair on business.
POPLINS, MADRAS,
Jefferson Raynolds, president of the
National bank, left yesterday
Pirn
PERCALES,
for Denver on a short business trip.
BATISTE ANO LAWNS,
John A. Laughlin of Trinidad came
Also Complete Line in Ready in last night from Colorado. Mr.
ar
Goods, Silk and Net Laughlin is a well known contractor
of Trinidad.
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
George Whalen left yesterday afternoon for Kansas City rrom which
Come in and Look at our New place he will go to Detroit, wherr? he
Goods Whether you buy or not.
expects to locate.
V. Baca arrived yesterday afternoon from his home in Albuquerque.
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
It is said that Mr. Baca ani iiis
Main 104.
brother, E Baca, will open a picture
show on the West side.
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa Fe, returned last night on train
No. 9 from Kansas city. Judge Wal
4 do wa
accompanied to Las Vegas by
hl-- i
daughter, Miss Mary Waldo.
I.. G. Harris, transitman on the Santa Fe engineering gang, and R. G.
Dewey, chairman, went to Trinidad
yesterday afternoon on late train No.
10 for a, visit of a few days with
SHORT ORDERS
friends.
and
I Mr. and Mrs. J. ran Houten re
REGULAR DINNERS
turned to their home in Raton yester
day afternoon. They had been in Las
HEFNER & BARNES, Props.
Vegas several days visiting MrB. van
Houten's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris

DRESS

GOODS

To-We-

Phone

Cafe De Luxe
The Best

J

Wiegand.
Civil Engineer John L. Zimmerman
went to Santa Fe yesterday morn
ing. Mr. Zimmerman is secretary of
the Good Roads association and yes-

Announcement
Extraordinary

ar

TAKE

pleasure in

announcing to the
patronsof our theatre

that we have been able to
arrange, at great expense,
exhibition

an

of

Selig's

Greatest Moving Picture
r
Masterpiece'''

'Cinderella'
three reels, with Mis
Mabel Talialerro. one of the
highest priced stars of the
American stage in the name
in

This production is
beyond doubt the ultimate
achievement of the world's
greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate in
being able to present to you
this superb masterpiece of
photographic and dramatic
Watch for further
art.
announcements.
part.-

THE BROWNE
THEATRE

terday issued a call for the meeting
of the association.
Ramon A. Trujillo, who resides; on
the Red river, was in Las Vegas today
on business. Mr. Trujillo says 1je
loss in cattle, horses and sheep during the recent cold weather will
amount to 25 per cent.
F. H. Wielandy of the Blackwell,
Wielandy Stationery Company of St.
Louis, was in Las Vegas today in the
interest of his company, i'his is Mr.
Wielandy's first trip to New Mexico
in six years. Formerly ne mrds this
territory twice a year.
.T.
L. Stubbs, general agent of the
Wells Fargo Express company, in
Deliver, stopped off in Las Vegas
afternoon en route from Colorado to Los Angeles. ;.rr. Stubbs was
formerly a resident of Las Vegas, during which time he was in the grocery
business,
L Mrs: Cnarfes
A Spiess
returned
tills arte moon from an extended visit
with friends and relatives in New
Mrs. Spiess was
York and Ghicago.
accompanied to Las Vegas by Miss
Lilian Sargeant of Chicago, who, after
a short visit with Mrs. Spiess. will
continue to California.
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the
western grand division of the Santa
Fe, passed through Las Vegas last
night on train No. 8, en route from
Albuquerque to his headquartes in La
Junta. Wtth F. C. Fox, general manager of the western lines, and other
Santa Fe division officials, Mr. Kurn
has been on an extended trip of inspection over the lines of the division.
En route from the Duke CRy north
Mr. Kurn made a side trip to Santa
Fe. joining Division Superintendent
F. L. Myers at Lamy. Together they
went north last night.
y

Read The Optic.
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Evans, providing for the approval ot
the federal income tax amendment to
the constitution.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 11, by
Evans, petitioning congress for the
direct election of senators.
Senator Mabry, moved to telegraph
congratulations to the Arizona leit:a-tur- e
whi?h nnvened yes:. da
Tho
motion passed. The telegram Is as fol-

S. Rodey, at Seattle, congratulating
the house, was rami.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 4, providing for the procedure to govern the
election of United States senators and
joint sessions of the two houses was
read in full.
A recess was taken to enable the
representatives to acquaint themselves
with the provisions of the resolution
A keen fight Is expected over the prolows:
The following is the telegram sent vision that two candidates are to be
balloted for at the same time?
the Arizona legislature:
The resolution was referred to the
March 18. 1912.
To the President of the State Sen- committee on rules, on motion of Burg
to report last evening at 7:30 o'clock.
ate, Phoenix. Arizona:
On motion of Tripp, Speaker Baca
The state senate of New Mexico,
now In session in Santa Fe, wishes was authorized to appoint a conferto extend to the members of the Ari- ence committee. The house then took
zona state senate our greetings. We a reoeas.
wisn you well in the stupendous undertaking which confronts you as a THE PACIFIC MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
law making body, and especially as
the first state law making body of the
Assets and Liabilities,
December
last, state to come within the great
sisterhood. May the work which you 31, 191L 23,33,286.91. F. B. Schwent-ker- ,
General Agent, ARroqueniue, N.
will do result in a great benefit to
your people and redound to the glorv U.
of your honorable body.
XKW MEXICO STATE SENATE,
By T. J. MABRY.
H. B. HOLT,

J. F. HINKLE,

-

eal

Feel Right
Every Morning
and all day by starting right.
A cup of steaming hot

P0STUM
Coffee

"starter" that nourishes the

body and clears

or tea may seem to serve the purpose, but they
Caffeine
which ''reacts,'' too often causing

contain a drug
aches and ills.

Postum as the
breakfast cup is pure and bracing
rich in the food elements which invigorate brain and nerves in a natural way .

,ot

"THERE'S

A

REASON'

IN OUR OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
are fully equipped to Test Eyes, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting.
We

You will Save Time by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

J. TAUPERT.

R.OBER-- T

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.

MANUFACTURING

CALI-FORNI-

Committee.
falling.
The corporation commission in a
Senate Rill No. 1 by Hartt, to subpetition, called attention to the commit a constitutional amendment to
mission's, need for adequate office fastrike out the language clause.
cilities.
Senate Bill No. 2. by Hinkle, to fix
House
the time for th? holding of court in
2:30
m,
At
p.
Speaker Uaca called
the fifth judicial district
Af r roll call,
nou8e to orderSenate Bill No. 3, by Evans, to reg- Antonio Fourchegu
ulate the manufacture and storage or!vioar
'
Inpunced the invocation.
i'he following bills were introduced:
Senate Bill No.4, by Burns, a 'cor-- j
House Bill No. 2, by R. L. Baca, an
rupt practices act. The penalty pre-a 1 10 P"vlle for the paving of cer- scribed, is ope to five years.
In the capital,
Senate Rill No. 5 by Walton, an act taiu "tre
House Bill No. 3, by Bias Sanchez,
to restrain, suppress and ounish cor--!
rupt practices In connection with pub- an act to reoeal Chaptres 13 and 70,
lic elections. The 25 sections of the Lawa of 1909, defining a lawful fence.
House Bill No. 4, by R. L. Baca, an
act provide a very stringent law with
act to provide for an addition to the
ample penalties.
Senate Bill No. 6, by McCoy, an act capitol and a bond issue therefor.
House bill No. 5, by Llewellyn, dedefining legal fences.
Senate Bill No. 7, by Hinkle, an act fining duties, salary, etc., of inspector
providing for a commission form of of mines.
House Bill No. 6, by Llewellyn, fixgovernment.
Senate Bill No. 8, by Walton, an act ing time for holding district court in
to secure the purity of the election of third judicial district.
House Bill No. 7, by Toombs, an
Judges. It prohibits any canddiate for
nomination or election to any judicial act to exempt, property fnorn forced
office In the state, except justices of sale.
House Joint. Resolution, by Llewelthe peace to take opart in any political
to amend Article 21, Section 5 of
lyn,
in
which
such
campaign,
nomination
or election shall be in question, or the constitution, repealing the English
contribute any money or property language qualification and substitutdirectly or indireatly to such cam- - ing statewid prohibition therefor.
Trujillo introduced a house resolu
Iagn. The penalty i i disqualification for any judicial office for four tion to strike from the constitution
years and a fine not less than $So or the language qualification and provid
imprisonment for not less than 304 ing for the submission to the elector
ate of the amendment. The report
days or both.
Senate Bill No. 9 by Barth, to en- was adopted.
able cities and towns to incorporate
Speaker Baca Introduced resolution s
under the commission form of gov- to) supply members of the house with
ernment.
compiled laws and session laws. Also
Senate Bill No. 10, by Barth pro a house joint resolution providing for
viding a direct primary system.
the donation of desks to St. Michael's
Senate Bill No. 11, by Walton, relat- college. Also a resolution providing
ing to publication of legal notices.
for the payment of contingent ex
Senate Joint Resolution No. G, by penses.
Ilarth, relative to the income tax.
Chrisman introduced House Joint
Senate Joint Resolution No. 7, by Resolution No. 6, providing for the
Harth, providing for an amendment to printing of bills, etc. The committee
the constitution to incorporate the re- on printing reported in favor of the
call.
passage of the resolution. The report
Senate Joint Resolution No. 8, by was adopted.
McCoy, io amend the constitution to
Bias Sanchez moved that the bills
remove the language qualification and be ordered translated, printed and resubstitute statewide prohibition there ferred. Bills Nos. 1, 2 and 4 were
for.
to the committee on finance.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 9, pro- Nos. 3, 6 and 7 and the Trujillo house
viding for mailing a copy of each bill-t- resolution to the committee on judieach newspaper of the state.
ciary; No. 6 to mines and mining.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 10 by
A telegram from former Delegate B.

is an excellent
the brain.

FIVE

for POSTUM.

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

DR. HOUF

Graduate Oculist
AND

Potato Pancake
by Mr. Helen Armstrong)
is something in pancakes

Optician

(Rmcip

Here

J

a

lit-

from the ordinary:
quart of raw potato, either
grated
or run through a food chopper, aild four
tsggt) singly, b atlnir each one In thoroughly. Add tx.lt and pepper and a little flour, an'y enough to bind tlie mixture; the a: ".at will vary owing to difa toes.
ference In
Fry by the spoonful in dn; ;.iugs or Cottolene and serve
tle different

My

One

Work is Guaranteed

My Prices Reasonable.

GRAND AVENUE.

OFFICE 506

;

promptly.
Pane

fritters, etc.,
doughnuts,
come out light, crisp,
and free from grease. You will find it
more satisfactory than lard more economical, too and, remember, there is
in indigestion in Cottolene.

fried

in Cottolene

from rhetimatlnm
Many suttereres
have been surprised and delighted
with the Dromnt relief affnrriert Ytr
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not
one case of rheumatism in ten re
quires any internal treatment whatever. This liniment la for anl hv
all druggists.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm
Df P. J. Cheney & Co.. doing business
in the Citv of Toledo. Countv and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
win pay the sum or ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured hv th
use of HALL'S CATARRH tl'RE
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
DO YOU

BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE
OF LA8 VEGAS?

CHARLES ILFELDi COMPANY I
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER
EMERSON
McCORMICK
Full Line of

VEHICLE

HARNESS

X

TBE-PLAZ- A

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS,

N.H. I

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

II

WANT COLUMNS

I!

Jf you do you will want to take a
chance on two good business lots that
can be bought now for
11200 00

These lots will double in value as
soon as things begin to move. Buy
them now for $1200.00.
THE INVESTMENT &
AGENCY
CORPORATION, George A. Fleming,
Manager.

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIf,

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently
good secure repeat orders.

profitable if he fails to make

The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays lo Buy Advertised Goods

UAS VEGA0 DAILY OFTIC, TUESDAY,

and ta prion
of fare U
DO YOU KNOW WHY
TO HONOR JOHN PAUL JONES
regular
The Lobby U such a popular mwt heap, IS
taw It la
la Many people
MsgnlSeent Memorial to Revolutionlag hkM for menT The
so
meals
oaBant
a
to
lble
and
wines
ary Hero Will Be Erected In
beat
w. It handles the
Washington, D. C.
Majors (or Bate la La Yagu ana u cheaply
corner
on
the
la a convenient location,
Memory ol John Paul Jones, naval
IN UNCERTAIN WEATHER
opposite the Santa Ke station. A big
of the revolutionary war. Is to
hero
The safest and surest way 10 travel be honored by the erection of a
Una of the beat cigar in always In
is with a horse. We carry a full line statue at the north entrance to Poto
took. Lantech
Benjamin,

umr

of livery outfits and are prepared to mac park in Washington.
The monument, for which congress
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
of
kss
line
good
spproprlated $60,000. Is s fitting
fine
a
with
are supplied

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleep! Dg on a poor bad. For
vary reasonable Investment yon can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well aa
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular braaa beds cheaper than erer
before. We hare many styles ta the
bright and satin finish, fine
U
springs and plllowa J
Johnsen ft Son.

carriages and prompt, courteous
vice Is guaranteed. M. L. Oooley.
eryman.
Kor

ser-

Liv-

WHAT IS THE REASON
the fact that the Ideal Sanitary

new cusdairy ' constantly gaining
old
its
patrons?
is
snd
tomers
holding
Because It furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk is abso
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
is
lutely free from contamination. It
Very much talked but very little id handled In sterilized rooms by sclen
evidence except In case of high prices. tine processes. Try the Ideal's mil
Yet In spite of the fact we have suc- a while and you will never change.
ceeded in getting an excellent line of
all leather shoes for boys that Is
IN NEW YORK CITY
great In value for a little money.
Ton will Oad Hotel Cumberland, a
i
Prices 9 to 13. $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25; Broadway and
stree'
to
$1.50. For misses and cbtl-oie- near Central Park, an Ideal locaMoi
at same prices.
In the retail shopping and theate
HEDGCOOKB.
elevateC
dlstrtot, with the subway,
snd surface oars at hand. A hand
EASTER IS COMING.
some, modern, beautifully furnished
Lent is a good time for ladies to hotel with one of the best restau
hat they
reflect on what kind of
rants In the city, but moderate u
are going to get for Easter. Re mem
prices. Booms with bath, $2.50 pei
ber Mrs. Frank Stress is arranging for '
P
up. Send for booklet Harry
day
be
her spring opening, at which will
manager.
Stlmson,
displayed all the latest shapes and
models in the season's millinery. The
THIS IS EASY
wonderful millinery display will be an
tor prospective hostesses
It
is
easy
event of importance. Mrs. Frank to find
pretty trophies at the Bally
Stress, milliner, Douglas avenue.
Curio store, which is selling all china
at c08t for a l,mlted tlme- - Bven lf
NEW HATS
you are not entertaining during Lent
announce
at..dt.h wishes to
nlc nipcn of China for
- trmi nan find
vicmana
to the ladles of Las vegas
the
use
when
society whir y begins
Ity that our new spring millinery Is; once more. The stock is large and
mnow on display and the ladles are
there is much room for selection.
vi.ed to examine our stock of which
the materials are the best and prices
chNAMAN
the lowest Styles cannot be excell-- ,
as a laundry- partoJltrd
ed. We are also prepared to exe- man, but in all China there is no man
cute all orders promptly.
who has reduced the business of laundering to the exact science that have
Backache Almost Unbearable
modern Inventors. The Las Vegas
If. an almost certain result of kidney
linest
803
E.
Olive St., Steam Laundry has one of the
trouble. D. Toomey,
work
The
Mexico.
New
in
laundries
"I suffered
Bloomlngton, 111., says:
with backache and pains In my kid- and the service rendered is the best
neys which were almost unbearable. proof.
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
and they done wonders for me.
YOU CANNOT SUCCEED
1 can do a hard day's work and
v feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer Mrs. Housewife, in making good pies
i Red
:
Cross Drug Co.
or other good things unless you have
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile
Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
has a large supply of pure,
oo often the fatal sequence, and company
lard. This cannot be
rendered
home
sys-anon
the
weaken
hs that hang
resistance.
vital
for
beat
lower the
quality. Try it and your
y's Honey and Tar Compound Is a cooking that requires shortening will
ble medicine that stops the cough be excellent.
ptly by healing the cause;
a utiles the Inlamed air passages,
and checks the cold. Keep always on
SALE OF TIMBER, Albuquerque,
O. O. N.
hand. Refuse substitutes.
M., February 21, 1912. Sealed bids
Co.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
marked outside "Timber Sale, General Notice, Pecos, February 20, 1912"
The "Child's Welfare" movement and addressed to the District Forestof er, Albuquerque, New Mexico will be
has challenged the attention
thoughtful people everywhere. Moth received up to and Including 29th day
ors are natural supporters, and will 0f March, 1912 for all the merchant
find in Foley's Honey and Tar com- able dry tie post tlnflber standing or
pound a most valuable aid. Coughs down marked for cutting by a Forest
and colds that unchecked lead to officer located on an area, to be defincroup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield itely designated by a Forest officer
quickly to the healing and soothing before cutting begins in that part SYa
qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar of T. 16 N R. 11 E. and of the S
O. G. Schaefer and Red of T. 16 N., R. 12 E. that is included
Compound.
Cross Drug Co.
within the Forest and all of sections
19, 20, 29 and 80 within T. 16 N., R.
Children are much more likely to 13 E. and all of T. 15 N, R. 11 E., T.
contract the contagious diseases when 14 N. Rs. 11 and 12 E., that are InWhooping cough, cluded within the Forest, estimated to
they have rolds.
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consump- be 50,000 dry cedar posts, more or
tion are diseases that are often con- less. No bid of less than $.03 per
tracted when the child has a cold. post will be conslderd and a deposit
That Is why all medical authorities of 850.00 payable to the order of the
say beware of colds. For the quick First National Bank of Albuquerque,
c ire of colds you will find nothing bet-te- r New
Mexico must be sent to that
than Chamberlain's Cough Rem-dy- . bank for each bid submitted to the
District Forester. Timber upon valid
It can always be depended
and Is pleasant and safe to take. claims is exempt from sale. The
For sale by all rugglsts.
right to reject any and all bids Is reserved. For further Information and
IT IS NOT STRANGE
regulations governing sales address
It Is not strange that so many peo- Forest Supervisor, Pecos National
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Arple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma Forest,
thur C. Rlngland, District Forester.
restaurant on Center street The bill
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CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Up-to-da-
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Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

-

RETAIL PRICES
tsa
L8SS
808
80

Lees

lbs. or Mora,

las

Delivery
Ike. to Um lbs, Eaeh Delivery
Is, to LOOS lbs Cash Delivery
lb, to 800 lbs. Keen Delivery
Than 80 Iba, Each Delivery

AGU

A

80s nor ISf lbs.
8Se per 108 lbs.
SOo

.

per

MM Opttttti

AFRICA

THE

iT HE OPTIC

Sahara to Be Covered With Ships and
Surrounded by Fertile Fields
and Forests.
1
The project of converting the

H MM

THE

1

des-

WANT

Inland sea,
Mediterranone-halean, is again being agitated, chiefly
by Prof. Ootchegoven, a distinguished

ert of Sahara into a vast
f
the sice of the

scientist He believes he has worked 1
out a satisfactory plan for the engineering work necessary, and is now
urging that France add this to Ms other Northern Africa enterprises.
h
of the great desert
About
is below the sea level, and by his plan
of cutting a canal tome 50 miles long
to the north coast of Africa, the wbols
region would be covered with a sea
from 10 to 60 fathoms deep and navigable by steamers, thus producing
flourishing traffic between French
West Africa
It is also argued that all the arid
section surrounding the desert would
be rendered as fertile as Europe, and
that millions of people, now leading
a precarious existence, could support
themselves In comfort.
Two objections are raised by other
scientists. One is the possible damage which might be done to Europe
by an alteration of climatic conditions
on a large scale, and another the
imagined possibility that the equilibrium of the earth would be affected
by the displacement of so many billions of tons of water. Most savanta
however, consider that such objeo
tlons are exaggerated.

-g-

at

U-ftAtAtat

108 (be.

40 per 108 I be.
80s per 180 iba

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

FOR

CHAPMAN

maiasIl

CLASSIFIED

LODGE

ADVER-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
charnarf
advertisements
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

NO,

t,

A. F.

A
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DIRECTORY

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL

..NO. 804. Meets second and fovth
Regular
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneei
munication first and
building. Visiting members are oar
third Thursday In each
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. Ej
month. Visiting broth- E. P. Meckel, F. S.
cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; B. R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet in che forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the Worts
LA8 VEGA 8 COMMA NDERY, NO. 2,
hail, on the second and fourth Frir
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CUj
Tuee-POconclave second
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vtalt
day in each month at Malng
neighbors are especially wa)
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
come and cordially invited.
ReBoucher, 8. C; Chaa Tajnme,
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Toes-daevenings each month, at WoodLA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
M SON 8
ARCH
Regular convoca
dially invited to attend. A. M.
tion first Monday in each
Adler. President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonlo Temretary.
ple, at 7:80 p. m. MR.
Williams, H. P.; F. 0.
DBNTI8TS.
Blood, Secretary.
A.

TISEMENTS

OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST GOODS

S0G1EH AND BUSINESS-

COLUMN
RATES

CA.t

KESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

,

o

LOBBY

M.

com-

y

0

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Dentist

2.

RAN8PORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Suit
4, Crockett Building. Has phoa
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
at office and residence.
Masonlo Temple. Mrs. T. B, Bowen,
ARE WEDDED IN WHISPERS
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
ATTOKNEY8
Voiceless Oregon Couple Engage Cler- WANTED Au
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Americau girl for genPerto
Afflicted
120
Main
829,
Phone
Similarly
gyman
Secretary.
eral housework. Apply 1118 Eighth
HUNKER & HUNKER
form Marriage Ceremony.
Grand avenue.
street
Chester A. Hunkn
Geo. H. Hunker
The first wedding ceremony conduct
at Law.
Attorneys
ed in whispers, so far as is known, oc- WANTED
NO
1,
LODGE
DORADO
Woman
EL
for
New Mexto
general
Las
Vegas,
curred at Vancouver, Wash., when a
housework. Call at 1100 Seventh
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA8 Meets
a
pretty
Portland dentist married
street.
every Monday eveyoung woman from that city, the wedPHYSICIANS
ning in Castle Hall.
ding taking place at the home of Rev WANTED A woman
are
for
Knights
Visiting
I.
Paul's
of
general
English
Walter
St
Eck,
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
housework. Apply at residence.
invited.
cordially
Lutheran church.
Physician and Surgeon
Mrs. Jefferson Reynolds.
Chaa. E. Liebsoh-nler- ,
Mr. Eck was at the church, when
I treat all kinds of diseases,
bui
two stylishly gowned young women
Chancellor
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
appeared and informed him that his WANTED To buy six or
Commander.
Harry
eight
services would be necessary for the
bronze turkey hen. Phone Olive
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
happiness of Miss Martha Francei
Phones: Office, Main 46; Resident
Records and Seal.
A.
5141, Chris
Goke.
Owens, who was to become the bride
Vegas 342.
of Dr. Hugh Charles Smith, both ol
Office:
50616 Grand Avenue.
Portland. The witness was Miss Fay
705 Sixth Street
Forrest Gibson, also of Portland.
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
Two weeks ago, when ending a
102 Meets every Monday night at
prayer In church. Rev. Mr. Eck sudO. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
KENT
room
Is
Four
vit
cottage.
and
of
speech,
denly lost his power
LOCAL TIME CAM)
Visiting members are
since then he has conversed in whispartly furnished, chicken house. 8 o'clock.
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
barn, 7ft acres, partly under ditch
pers.
EAST BOUND
Trying to recover his voice In vain,
suitable for chicken ranch or president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
he whispered: "I can't talk; all I can
C. H Bally, treasurer.
.
Arrive
Dapai
small dairy. On street car line
do Is whisper."
9:15 p. n.
9:10 p. m
No. 2
one
rent
for
Call
cneap
at
year.
Touched by sympathy, the deter11:10 p.
No.
417 Eighth street, East Las Vegas. J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 545,
mined bride-to-bwhispered back:
m
1:25
a. m
8
1:15
No.
so
ions
"That will be all right. Just
I. O. of B B. Meets every first
m
m
2:10
10
p.
1:45
No.
p.
as it is quiet we don't care. We cams FOR RENT Eight rooms or less at
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
over here to have a quiet wedding
Own price. Apply after school. 1209
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
and you will do fine."
WEST BOUNU
Mora avenue.
o'clock
p. m Visiting brothers are
to
two
the
to
pastorate, the
1:45 p. m.
Going
1:20 p. m
No. 1
Isaac Appel,
invited
cord'.:.lly
be married answered in whispers the FOR
6:15 p. m
6:10 a. m
No. 3
3 rooms for housekeepRENT
Sec
President; Charles Greenclay,
whispered questions asked by the
7
4:60 p. n
m
4:40
No.
bath
p.
toilet.
and
Call
ing,
at
Optic.
voiceless pastor.
rotary- 6:35 p. m...... .7:00 p. m
No. 9..
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
I. O. O.
Queer Burial Customs.
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
P2i Lincoln avenue.
1.
The attempt made by thieves to
Meets every Monday evening at
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
plunder the gTave of a famous Paris-Iatheir ha'l on Sixth street. AH visitPartly by driving blood from the

Wanted

j

Stylish and

IN

one-fourt-

mat-tresse-

Everything Made at Home.

OCEAN

DESERT

MARCH 18, 1012.

n
PAUL JOtltiS
3TATUE- Photo by Cllnedlnst. Washington. D. C.
memorial to the man who was most
feared st sea by the British during
the colonies' struggle for freedom. In
the design of the statue is depicted
Jones' resolute character by the firmness of the mouth, the clutching of
his sword and the clinching of his
right hand by his side, the ensemble
being Intended to represent his attitude on the evening of September 23,
1779, when the battle
between, the
Bon Homme Richard, Jones' flagship,
and the Serapls, a powerful British
warship, was Impending off the coast
Of-JOi-

of Flamborough.

MOTOR BUSES COLLECT

MAIL

Large Machines Are Being
Used In Washington by the
Postoffice Department.

Three

In Washington a new departure in
collecting and distributing mail was
e
Inaugurated recently when the
department put In service three
large motor buses, each one capable
of carrying ten letter carriers with
perfect ease and comfort.
Postmaster General Hitchcock, who
is determined that Washington shall
have every facility for the most
mail service, originated the idea
of the use of the motor buses.
They will be operated 16 hours a
day and have already not only demonstrated that they will land the carriers on their routes about fifteen
minutes earlier than heretofore, but
they are ably taking care of collec
tions and delivery In sections of the
city where the carriers were handicapped before.
The postmaster general is very well
satisfied with the work being done,
and It is not unlikely that all the
postal delivery districts of Washington will eventually be furnished with
motor vehicles.
Motor bus service as an aid in cutting down the time necessary for car
riers and collectors to reach their
routes Is being seriously considered
by a number of postmasters In the
larger cities. The new service inaugurated In Washington Is being
watched with Interest by postoffice
authorities and Its continued success
may mean a reversal of present delivery conditions.
post-offic-

For Rent

4....ll:06pm

e

a

a

n

actress reminds a writer in the
Smio
Journal des Debats that the ancient
custom of depositing valuables In
tombs still prevails in France. But FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
two miles south of El Porvenlr, N.
It Is not only Jewels and the like that
are burled with the dead.
M.
All enclosed by a four wire
A few years ago It was the custom
fence. Three springs affording a
In La Vendee to put a polished stone
good supply of water. Good crops
within reach of the corpse. This was
raised every year regardless of rain,
on
to
dead
their
the
supposed
guide
sufficient for the maintenance of
new Journey. In the district of Dinan
three families. Its actual value, $10
a piece of consecrated bread was used
for the same purpose. The people of
per acre, but will sell for 86.00 per
the Bordeaux district place In the cofacre If taken at once.
Address,
fin a sprig of myrtle blessed at Easter,
L- -s
or
Margarlte
Romero,
Vegas,
This is considered to Insure entry inEl Porvenlr, N. M.
to paradise.
On the borders of Brittany
and
Poitou a little pebble is placed on the FOR SALE 100 pigeons at 30c a
tongue of the deceased. Without this
pair, 50
thoroughbred Belgian
It is thought he might plead his cause
Hares. Phone Olive 5141, or call
before the great tribunal with such
905
National avenue. Chris A.
volubility as would Insure his condemGoke.
nation without appeal.

For

ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
'
visit! r
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Or
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruter. D
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

Most Beautiful Temple.
Washington, D. C, Ib to have the
most beautiful Masonic temple in the
world. The laying of the cornerstone
of the 82.000,000 Scottish Rite temple
with solemn Masonic ceremonies, occurred recently. The occasion was
made notable by the presence of the
entire supreme council of Scottish
Rite Masons of the southern Jurisdiction, together with large delegations from Virginia. Maryland, Pennsylvania. Delaware, New Jersey and
the District of Coumlbia.
Five thousand participated In the
big parade through the city of Sixteenth and S streets northwest where
the new temple Is to be erected and
Getting the Value of Coal.
where the ceremonies of the day were
The scientific method of buying
held.
coal, not by weight, but by thermal
The Masonic rite of laying the cor- value. Is likely to be adopted by the
nerstone was performed according to St Paul city government. The "B.
ancient usage by Grand Master J. T. U." system. It is called, the IniClaude Kelper of the District of tials standing for British thermal
Columbia Rev, Richard Pardee Wil- units.
The school board estimates
liams, canon of the Episcopal cathe that It will save six per cent, or
dral of SS. Peter and Paul, pro- $2,600, on 9,000 tons, the year's connounced the benediction. The musical
sumption. Many railroads are buying
features of the program were fur- their coal, not for what U weighs, but
choir
of
Rite
Scottish
the
nished by
for what it can do. Springfield Re
St Louis.

publican

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
use Chamberlain's Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale Dy an druggists.

Crystal Ice

FOR
Students In Berlin.
The educational statistics of Berlin
show that the number of women students Is increasing there. The theological department alone shows a falling off, there being only one woman
registered, while there were several
last year. Besides the 258 women
who attend lectures without matriculating, there are 12 women in the
school of Jurisprudence, 172 medical
students and 659 in the department of
There are in all about
philosophy.
1,115 women students, of whom
the
majority are In the philology and history departments. The record shows
that many of the important professors
have student daughters and that these
do not, as a rule, aim to perfect themselves in the branches taught by their
fathers. Among the representatives
of the official class Is the daughter
of Dr. Relckes, mayor of Berlin, who
has matriculated in the department
for the study of German.
Women

surface and congesting the kidneys,
and partly by throwing too much work
upon them. Foley Kidney Pills
strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
the urinary organs and restore the
normal action of the bladder. They
are tonic in action, quick in results,
try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks,- - $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. B. Stev
ens, Humboldt Kan.

o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

FINANCIAL PINNACLE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among; all
the particular thing is worth moat.

of those who MIGHT BUY

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

The Advance Agent Our performance reaches the highest pinnacle of
dramatic art
Dramatic
Critic Pretty
strong

statement

The Advance Agent Oh t no.
$5 a seat

are getting

We

lome-on- e

never

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books-- , automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

.
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THE OPTIC D0E5 JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equipped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
r
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, fj

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic

At

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
The

EE

XX
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material,

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.

EIGHT

VEGAS DAILY OMIC,

TUESDAY,

MARCH 19, 1912.

One of the troupes of the Bison
Motion
Picture
company
passed
through Las Vegas yesterday afternoon on train No. 7 en route from
Wins, Okla. to .or Angeles, where
Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon some of the latest productions are to
the Opera Bar.
be staged. The company had a speI

WE

WILL

BE

OPEN

LOCAL NEWS

9 TONIGHT

UNTIL

l

All goods ordered up to that hour will be
billed at our special pay day prices.

PAY

MD

CASH

LESS

PAY

cial car and two Wells Fargo Express
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged cars of homes, buffalo and bears.
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course
The British polo team, which had
been playing on the Pacific coast for
Harold Northrup, son of Mr. and several
months, meeting teams at
Mrs. H. X. Northrup, is reported to
many of the principal points in Calibe ill, suffering from an attack of
fornia, passed through Las Vegas last
grip.
night on train No. 4 on its way home
to England. The team is composed of
Royal Brown Trent has been apthree
members, a fourth player being
pointed postmaster of Pratt, Grant
borrowed
from other clubs as needed.
and
Abenldo
county,
Sanches of
They are Lord Herbert, Lord Gower
Mora county.
and Lord Tweedmouth. Lady HerAll of the stores will remain open bert Is accompanying her husband.
tonight, the second night after tho The team met clubs at San Mateo,
Santa Fe pay checks were received, Pasadena and Coronado.
for the accommodation of railroad emThe seat reservation for the concert
,
ployes.
of the Beloit College Mandolin and
C. D. Boucher has
purchased a Glee club on Saturday night at the
White steamer automobile in Santa Duncan opera house will
open for em
Fe. He expects to put the car in ployes of the Santa
Fe tomorrow at
Commission on the Las Vegas streets 12:30 o'clock, at the office of the Y
M. 0. A.
This Is said to be the
ui the near future.
headliner entertainment of the season
We will not trim any more hats on the reading room circuit and no
this year, aa we have bought an Im- doubt the demand for seats will be
mense, stock of trimmed hats. Also a unusually large. The concert will be
big lot of hat trimmings, wire etc., given in the opera house and 10
which we will sell cheap. Inspection cents will be charged for all seats on
Invited.
the first floor and five cents for bal
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
for other
cony seats. Reservation
folk than Santa Fe employes will
Richard Walker Smith has applied open Saturday morning.
at the court bouse for final naturali
To accommodate the heavy travel
zation papers as a citizen of the United States. Mr. Smith was born in from the Pacific coast eastward the
Lochmaden, Scotland. He came to Santa Fe will run extra sections of
the United States in 1905. Mr. Smith the Chicago Limited, train No. 4, on
will endeavor to prove his immunity certain dates. The first of the extra
ROASTS SUPREME COURT
from the necessity of taking out first sections passed through here yesterMarch 19. Oscar V.
Washington,
papers because he is the holder of a day and as now arranged extra secdemocratic floor leader,
Underwood,
run
on
tions
be
the
New
from
Mexico
state
wjl!
the
discharge
folowing
militia. His witnesses are Charles dates. March 21, 25 and 28; April 1, supporting the proposed excise tax
bill in the house late yesterday charg4, 8, 11, 13, 18, 22, 25, 29, and May 2.
O'Malley and A. A. Maloney.
ed that the supreme court by its anThis time each year brings heavy
Edwin French was arraigned before eastbound travel but owing to the nulment of the income tax in 1895,
Judge D. ,R. Murray this morning on great number who have sought relief was responsible for the growth of
the charge of obtaining goods under from the wintry blasts of the far east socialism in the United States.
The pending .measure, which prob
false pretenses, filed by J. E. Acker- - in sunny California, it is thought that
man, dairyman. The case was dimlss-ed- . the eastward movement, will be un ably will pass the house today, is ex
French had been in the employ usually heavy this season. The heavy pected to raise between $50,000,000
of Ackerman and it is said that he colonist travel westward
continues and $60,000,000 a year for the govoverdrew an order which Ackerman and it is still necessary to run extra ernment,
"When the government had the
had given him for some ernrxis in sections of train No. 1 or No. 7 sev- right to tax wealth," said Mr. Under
payment for services. French
timt n woeV
wood, "we did not hear the socialistic
pressed his willingness to return to
work and the case was dismissed by
The contract for the construction cry of those less able to bear the
the court
of a residence for District Attorney burden of taxation. The spirit of un
Charles W. G. Ward to be erected on rest came when the supreme court
A meeting of the progressive
re the northwetit corner of Eighth street abandoned its policy of a hundred
publicans, which was called for last and Friedman avenue, has been
and, five justices to four, said
let years
in effect to congress that great- wealth
night, on the West side, is said to to Contractor E. H. Mltehell.
The
have been attended by three persons.
house, the plans for Which were was to be exempted from taxation."
The progressives expected to make drawn
Mr. Underwood defended the meaby E. W. Hart, the architect.
sure under a rapid fire of questions
arrangements to put a ticket in the is to be a. seven room
mis
bungalow,
field for the town election but likely sion
style. The building is to be from Republican Leader Mann, Repwill not do so, since they were unable
constructed of brick with white stucco resentatives Madden of Illinois, Long-wortto arouse any interest among the vot as
of Ohio,
and Campbell of
the exterior finish. The heating
ers; The regular republicans expect and
all
Kansas,
regular
republicans.
contract
was awarded
plumbing
little opposition in the city campaign to Vogt and
Littleton of New
Lewis; the painting to Representative
There are said to be a large number Nisson and
Sackman, and the elec- York, earlier in the day devoted more
of candidates for nomination as mar trical work to
Charles O'Malley. Mr. than an hour in citing from court
shal.
Mitchell, the contractor, is a Colorado records to prove the constitutionality
builder, who is spending the winter of the bill.
"I want to say that if we expect to
in Las Vegas. Mr. Ward's residence
tax the wealth of this country as we
Is to have an entrance
hall, library,
den, dining room, kitchen, bath, and ought to tax It," he said, "we must
three bed rooms. There is to be a not stand paralyzed before this imcellar under the entire house. The pending influence of the court.
"I do hot want to be understood as
building will be hot water heated and
modern in every way. Work on the railing at the judiciary," said Mr.
structure will begin at an early date. Littleton. "I do, however, want to be
yon will do well to send your
understood as criticizing the supreme
family washing to us. Concourt's decision of 1895 on the in
sider these reasons:
GERMAN STRIKE ENDED.
come tax law.'
First. We launder your
Berlin, March 19. The leaders of
clothes in clean, sanitary surthe miner's union, miring their sesroundings.
sion at Boachum today, decided to
Second. We launder them
The Ontic prints an the oews V
terminate the coal strike In West
by a process that is scientifias
phalia
they consider it futile.
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
Na-ranj-
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STORE

OF IKE

DAVIS

THE CASH GROCER

I

ANOTHER SHIPMENT

Of Fancy Cheese
NEUFCHATEL
LUNCH

SIERRA
FROMAGE DE BRIE
CAMEMBERT

SWISS

CREAM CHEESE (IN SMALL PACKAGES)
AMERICAN CREAM
AND

RANGERS READY FOR FIRE8
This is the season when all the for
est service officials are hard at work
getting ready for the opening of tht
fire season. Every year, the sear-owhen the forests get dry after thi
winter snows and spring rains, and
before the autumn rains dampen the
ground and the fallen debris of the
forest, the national reserves are eepe
callly subject to fire menace. To offset this season of conflagrations,
called tho "fire season," the service
employs a number of extra men, called
fire patrols.
These men patrol th
different districts of the forests belns
careful to keep in touch wkh each
other all the time, looking for fires
and fighting them when found.
The regular rangers are given worl
as superintendents of the regular fin
patrols, and make routes through th
forests seeing that the patrols keep
in touch and supervising matters gen
erally.
Each patrol and each ranger Is pro
vlded with tools suitable for can-vion horseback, and a map, showing tho
country he Is to cover, the location
of mail boxes where they can keep is
touch with each other, the location
of tools cached in the forests and
other necessary data.
Telephone lines are used wherevei
possible, but where they are not avail
able, the patrols and rangers use th
mall box system of communication.
The service has been carrying 01
a campaign of road and trail building
and telephone line erecting all over
its forests, as it has been determined
that rapid communication is the keynote of forest fire fighting. This campaign has been in existence for &ev
eral years, and has been very

ex-ler-

ARRIVAL

SPRING CLOTHING
We

are now receiving onr
Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the
fact, that the Patterns and Models are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is to improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize,
A little later
you will be thinking,

"Spring Suit
CoTriW Hin

Schmffber

Ac

J. H. Stearns
GR.OCER.

r

I
A1K quality
A

TREATMENT

Minded Patrons

From a Strictly

,ave maJe our
business a

sue- -

C6SS

Get In line come to us for your Groceries, Bakery Hoods, and
We will guarantee your money will go farther without disappointment than elsewhere.
A few of our cash prices for the 18th and 19th,
$1.55
Sack Boss Patent Flour....
.
80
Sack Bos Patent Flour
1.50
Sack Old Homestead Flour
25
10 lbs. Potatoes
,
I
1.00
15 lbs. Sugar
25
4 lbs. Good Rice
l.
10
Large can Utah Tomatoes
25
Good Corn, 3 cans for
.25
3 cans Soups
1 25c can Table Apples
.15
3 lb. Jar Heinz Preserves
65
30
Quart Jar Apple Butter
30
Quart jar Mince Meat;
,
.25
3 boxes Quaker Corn Flakes,.
25
3 boxes Rolled Oats
3 Macaroni
if
v
.25
3 Spaghetti
y
3 Vermicelli
25
10
M lbs. can Huyler's Cocoa...
50
1 lb. of 80c Tea . r
.25
8 bags Salt
25
5 pkgs. best Gloss Starch
15
1 25c box Toilet Soap
25
10 bars Sail Soap "laundry"
25
9 bars Quick-Was- h
Laundry Soap
25
8 bars LightHouse Laundry Soap
25
7 bars Tar Soap
25
3 can Polly Prim Cleaner
35
Small can Pure Lard
...
.15
Medium can Pure Lard
1.10
Lard
can
Pure
Large
30
Small can Compound
50
Medium can Compound
1.00
Large can Compound
17
Prime Bacon, per lb
15
Prime Hams, per lb
Meats.

,

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

Sanitary Point

your dothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affect it.
Fifth. It costs you little
more.
Try us.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

EXCISE

A SQUARE DEAL.
Fight is on Between
and Electric

THE.Big Sun

Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both

Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to

the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Proposition.

Las VejjasjLight

"PROVIDENCE TEAM IN SAVANNAH
Savannah, Ga., March 19. Practically all of the players on the roster
of the Providence baseball club of the

International league reported to Manager Lake here today In readiness to
begin spring practice work. The
team will remain here for two weeks
and will then start north. The opening game will be played with Ro
Chester In Providence April 18.

BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM JJS
and get 25c worth of seeds extra on every $1.00
worth of 5c packages you buy

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D.lRaynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
H.'Erle Hoke Asst Cashier

Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Profits

While

$35,000

this bank adopts every desirable method of modern
it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute
Safety

Interest Paid on 7Into Deposits

You will not put off
buying
that Linoleum.

OUR SPACE

is too limited to give the

A Day Longer when you
see our beautiful linoleum

numerous

CASH BARGAINS

V
BEFORE YOU BUY
COME IN AM D SEE OUR

We Have to Offer

I

v

'

selling same:

SEE US
Before Buying Elsewhere and
CONVINCE

;?lJOI

YOURSELF

display and realize the very
low prices at which we are
For a very few dollars you
can cover your Kitchen, and
always have it Shining and
Cleaa.

Estimates Furnished Free

Our Cash Prices,
GOODS and SERVICE

J. C. JOHNSEN

(EL

SON

ARE THE

FOR CASH

our seeds are fresh.

&Power Co.

BILL PASSED.

Washington, March 19. The democratic excise income tax bill passed
the house unamended this afternoon
by a vote of 249 to 41. Many republicans voted for it.

THAT

Betide

GREENBER6ER.

Mara

-

PIMENTO

OF

BEST TO BE HAD.

"COMPLETE

FURNISHERS

OF THE HOME'

Wa buy them in bulk

and put them up ourselves.
507 Sizth Stnct

PERRY ONION & SON

BOUCHER
Urn

Vtt--Ut

Subscribe for The Optic

